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ABSTRACT
The reliability of engineering structures is a constant maintenance concern. Improved
operations call for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) to accurately characterize damage and
predict remaining life, thereby minimizing operating costs and risk. This SHM system concept
relies on the integration of smart materials, like piezoelectrics, with the host structure enabling
adaptation of Non-destructive Evaluation (NDE) methods such as the use of ultrasonic guided
waves for SHM.
This work focuses on the design of transducers to generate planar ultrasonic Lamb waves
for damage detection, location, and characterization in plate-like structures. Comb-like strip
transducers comprised of Piezoelectric Fiber Composite (PFC) are investigated, which have better
structural integrity and tailorability than bulk piezoceramics. Strategic placement of these
transducers enables damage monitoring over a large area for a variety of structures. Many factors
including fiber orientation, fiber volume fraction, poling direction and electrode location are
considered for these PFC transducers. Piezoelectric and mechanical properties for these
innovative transducers are estimated through micromechanical modeling. A new Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) employs co-simulation using ABAQUS Standard and ABAQUS Explicit
together to simulate transient wave propagation from a PFC comb type strip transducer into a
plate. The benefit behind this co-simulation analysis is to couple multiphysics (piezoelectric)
analysis with transient dynamic (wave propagation), which is not possible with the two codes
individually. Finally, trial experiments using PFC transducers for exciting planar Lamb waves
that interact with damage such as corrosion, cracks and holes are also conducted. This experiment
employs a laser vibrometer to visualize the wave propagation and is compared with FEA
animations with unwanted reflection absorbing boundary conditions. The approach combines
infinite elements with viscous surface pressure and is verified as an efficient way to remove edge
reflections in 3D wave propagation problems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
The service of engineering structures, such as aircraft, mechanical equipment, the
distributed civil infrastructure, and for power generation is crucial for our society. However, these
structures and their performance are easily weakened and undergo changes during their service
life due to material degradation, natural causes, exposure to harsh environments and improper
maintenance. Even though most of these structures are currently well maintained, the changes in
the response of structures should be predicted as accurately as possible if their useful life should
be re-evaluated. Proper identification of these structural service conditions can avoid catastrophic
failures and save maintenance costs.
Current concerns, such as enhanced performance and reduced operational costs, call for new
structural health monitoring (SHM) concepts. One idea for an SHM system is to integrate smart
material with the host structure on-line and allow non-destructive evaluation (NDE) methods to
be used as an integral part of the structure. Only a few NDE techniques can be considered
sufficiently technically mature for use in smart materials, the most promising one is ultrasonic
guided waves. Ultrasonic guided wave testing offers the advantage that it can monitor large areas
and provide through-thickness defect detection, it is a reliable method for damage detection in a
structure in terms of location, severity and type of damage using a transducer network.
Ultrasonic guided wave testing can become very complex due to the dispersive nature of
these waves. While the theory of free Lamb wave propagation in isotropic plate with traction

free boundary condition was established over 90 years ago [Lamb 1917] and the theory of
ultrasonic guided wave propagation in isotropic, anisotropic, and layered materials using
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conventional hand-held ultrasonic transducers for non destructive evaluation (NDE) is fairly well
established [Chimenti 1997; Rose 1999]. For SHM, Lamb-waves are typically excited using
surface-bonded/embedded piezoelectric transducers.
Many investigations have presented on generating and sensing Lamb waves by using
piezoelectric transducers. Conventional piezoelectric ceramic devices used in NDE are rather
brittle, hand-held, and not easily integrated with a host structure. However, the basic piezoelectric
materials have not changed in the past twenty years. Increasing performance will rely on using
current materials in unique ways. Piezoelectric Fiber Composite (PFC) strips have a large
potential in the area of sensor design for SHM to preserve structural integrity. It is known that
they are flexible enough to conform to the curved surfaces; the matrix filler and piezoceramic
combinations, volume fraction, fiber orientation and poling direction all contribute to the
tailorability of the transducer.
In this research, guided wave propagation is dependent on the sensor design of continuous
PFC strip transducers. Its use for inspection requires an understanding of the penetration power
and damage sensitivity, which will require characterization of the wave field in terms of beam
spreading, attenuation, and scattering from defects. Hence a fundamental understanding and a
precise characterization of the nature of Lamb-waves generated and sensed by surface-bonded
continuous PFCs strip transducers is essential.

1.2 Needs for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) Technology
Safety improvement and condition based maintenance are the primary motivaters for
SHM. The recent NBI (National Bridge Inventory) document indicates, in the field of highway
bridges throughout the United States, the problem of aging structures was discovered and periodic
maintenances were scheduled [NBI 2009]. But the collapse of these bridges, for example, the
collapse of the Mianus River Bridge (Figure 1.1), still happened due to unsatisfactory
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maintenance and ill-controlled manufacturing process.

Figure 1.1 Spectacular accidents have motivated the safety improvement: The Mianus River Bridge collapse, June 1983,
due to unsatisfactory maintenance [Daniel Balageas 2005].

The economic benefit is an even stronger motivation for SHM. The changes in
maintenance philosophy would reduce labor, improving safety and reliability. For example,
recent U.S. Air Force (USAF) document said that the USAF relies mainly on regular inspections
to detect gross defects that might cause component and system failure before the next scheduled
inspection. These inspections are not only interruptive of service, but also very expensive and
might cause additional damage in critical components [AFOSR 2008].
The time saved on maintenance based on SHM could be significant. Such an evaluation
can be found in [Bartelds 1997] for military aircraft. It indicated that for a modern fighter aircraft
featuring both metal and composite structure, an estimated 40% or more can be saved on
inspection time through the use of monitoring system as shown in Table 1.1.
Table 1.1. Estimated time saved on inspection operations by the use of SHM [Bartelds 1997]

Flight Line

Current Inspection
Time (% of total)
16

Estimate potential
For smart system
0.40

Time saved
(% of Total)
6.5

Scheduled

31

0.45

14.0

Unscheduled

16

0.10

1.5

Service instructions

37

0.60

22.0

Inspection Type

100

44.0
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1.3 Literature Review
A brief review of the literature on modeling guided wave propagation in structures, SHM
inspection techniques, SHM system using guided waves, and piezoelectric transducers for guided
wave generation is presented .

1.3.1 Basics of Structural Health Monitoring
The process of implementing a damage identification strategy for aerospace, civil and
mechanical engineering infrastructure is referred to as Structural Health Monitoring (SHM). The
damage identification includes: (i) the existence of damage, (ii) the damage location, (iii) the type
of damage, and (iv) the damage severity [Worden et al 2007].
SHM could be viewed as a complementary method to available NDE methods as
illustrated in Figure 1.2 [Chang 1999]. In some cases like damage identification, Structural Health
Monitoring is similar with NDT methodologies. However, SHM does this online and predicts
future performance. In fact, several NDE techniques can be converted into SHM techniques, by
integrating sensors and actuators inside the monitored structures [Balageas 2005]. A general
comparison between NDE and SHM technologies can be shown in Figure 1.3[Adams 2007]. In
fact, one of the primary benefits of SHM is that a baseline can be used for structural integrity
evaluation.

Figure 1.2. The basis components of SHM, from [Chang 1999].
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Figure 1.3. Comparison of NDT and SHM technologies, from [Adams 2007].

1.3.2 Technical Approach to Structural Health Monitoring
A SHM system that is permanently integrated with the host structure on-line would
increase the safety and reduce the cost connected with unexpected maintenance and failure. One
idea shown technically feasibility is to adapt NDE methods as an integral part of the structure.
However, only a few NDE techniques can be considered sufficiently adaptable for use in
autonomous SHM.
Table 1.2 is compiled from [Niu 1993; Adam et al 1997; Rose 2004] and shows the
comparison of different NDE techniques and their compatibility with SHM. Among the various
monitoring methodologies, one of the most promising methods for SHM is based on ultrasonic
guided waves. Ultrasonic guided waves can be used for online NDE; their capability to inspect
large areas of a structure can reduce the inspection time considerably. Furthermore, the
characteristics provided by the large number of wave modes that can exist in a structure can be
optimally utilized to both detect and classify different kinds of defects in a structure [Rose 2004].
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The comparison between ultrasonic bulk waves and ultrasonic guided waves illustrated in Figure
1.4 [ Rose 1999]. The interaction of these waves with defects can provide diagnostic information,
which enables an active means to evaluate large areas and through thickness detection.
(a)

(b)

Figure 1.4. Comparison from ultrasonic bulk wave and guided wave, (a) bulk wave, (b) guided wave, taken from [Rose
1999]

Table 1.2. Comparison of different NDE techniques and their suitability for SHM [ Niu 1993; Adams et al
1997; Rose 2004]

Techniques

Advantages

Visual

Simple and fast, surface

Inspection

cracks

Radiography

volumetric defects

Eddy current

surface flaws, go/no-go
type inspection

Limitations

On-Line
monitoring

Integral with
host structure

Operator skills

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Off-line inspection,
Surface defects impossible
Conductive material only,
Volumetric defects
impossible

Acoustic

volumetric and surface

Emission

defects right at their onset

Ultrasonic

Detect, locate and size

Thin sections difficult to

Bulk Waves

defects

inspect

Ultrasonic

Cross-sectional coverage,

Multiple modes, involved

Guided Waves

Inaccessible areas inspect

theory

Passive technique

In summary, SHM has a common basis with NDE. Ultrasonic guided wave techniques have
great promise because they can be easily implemented as an SHM system, using embedded or
surfaced-bonded piezoelectric transducers.
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1.3.3 Ultrasonic Guided Wave Theory and Application
The theory of wave propagation was established over 100 years ago. Rayleigh in 1889
wrote about surface waves. Lamb waves were first studied in 1917 by Horace Lamb, he
investigated the wave propagation in plates having traction free boundary conditions [Lamb
1917]. A comprehensive theory for these waves was established by Mindlin in 1950,
experimental work was done by Schoch in 1952 and Frederick in 1962 [Chimneti 1997]. Guided
waves in other fundamental geometries such as rods and hollow cylinders were also studied and
can be found in the books by [Victorov 1967; Achenbach 1973; Graff 1973; Auld 1990; Rose
1999]. In the past two decades, researchers have identified extensive application possibilities for
guided waves in NDE and SHM. The advantage of using guided waves to test plate-like
structures was first proposed by Worlton [Worlton 1961]. Victorov, in his book [Victorov 1970],
has discussed extensively the applications of Lamb and Rayleigh waves in NDE. A summary of
the guided wave nondestructive inspection potential can be found in [Rose 2002]. In this review
paper, the fundamental concepts of guided wave inspection, its current applications and future
possibilities are discussed.
In recent years, ultrasonic guided waves have become a promising technique for SHM
implementation on many structural and mechanical systems. An active sensing diagnostic system
was proposed by Wang et al. to monitor structures continuously with embedded sensors and to
extract information about any damage in the structure [Wang et al. 2001]. Ihn and Chang [2004]
designed a system to monitor crack growth in metallic structures using built in piezoelectric
actuators/sensors. By extracting information from the signals recorded by the sensors a damage
index is extracted and correlated with actual crack growth in laboratory samples [Ihn and Chang
2004]. Cho and Lissenden examined fatigue cracks growing from multiple fastener holes in
aluminum structures using ultrasonic guided waves so as to evaluate the remaining useful life of
the structure [Cho and Lissenden 2010]. A good amount of work on the sensors for permanently
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embedding on a structure was done by Giurguitiu. In his works the applications of piezodisk
sensors for SHM can be found for aircraft [Giurgiutiu et al. 2002; Giurgiutiu and Bao 2004;
Giurgiutiu 2005; Giurgiutiu and Cuc 2005, Giurgiutiu 2008]. Lamb wave tomography is another
application developed by using embedded sensors structures. Using this method, structures can be
imaged continuously by extracting information from combinations of sensor pairs continuously.
The details of the methods and applications can be found in papers such as [Hay et al. 2006; Yu
and Giurgiutiu 2008; Koduru and Rose 2009].
The overall excellent perspective progress of guided waves in SHM was discussed by
Rose [Rose 2004]. In this work, the benefits and various types of applications investigated for
both academic and industrial research is summarized. The benefits of using guided waves for
SHM include [Rose 2004]
• Inspection over long distances from a single probe position
• By mode and frequency tuning, establish wave resonances and excellent overall defect
detection and sizing potential.
• Often greater sensitivity than that obtained in standard normal beam ultrasonic
inspection or other NDT techniques.
• Ability to inspect hidden structures and structures under water, coatings, insulations,
and concrete with excellent sensitivity.
• Cost effectiveness because of inspection simplicity and speed

1.3.4 Piezoelectric Transducer for Guided Wave Generation
Ultrasonic guided waves are now applied in various fields. The sound source is made from
piezoelectric ceramics, as well as magnetostrictive materials. In particular, piezoelectric materials
are preferred because of high power sound generation without heat generation. Ultrasonic NDE is
a typical application. Many investigations have shown how to generate and sense guided Lamb
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waves by using piezoelectric transducers. The details of these investigations are presented below.

1.3.4.1 Conventional Bulk Piezoelectric Transducer for Guided Wave Generation
Conventional bulk piezoelectric ceramics, such as modified PZT [Pb(Zr,Ti)O3] ceramics, are
currently the most popular piezoelectric materials for ultrasonic transducers in NDE applications.
The presence of damage is located when the detected ultrasonic signal is compared with the
reference signal of the undamaged state in this approach. Figure 1.5 shows the basic ultrasonic
transducer design in NDE. The transducer is mainly composed of matching piezoelectric material
and backing layers [Desilets 1978]. One or more matching layers may be used to increase sound
transmissions into the test structures. The backing is adding to the rear of the transducer in order
to damp unwanted vibration.

Backing

Input pulse

Piezoelectric element
Matching layer

Flaw

Ultrasonic wave

Figure 1.5 Basic transducer design for ultrasonic NDE application[Desilets 1978]

For SHM, where sensors are permanently bonded onto the structure, low profile
transducers are preferred. Crawley and Luis [Crawley and De Luis 1987] proposed the use of
piezoceramic wafers operating in their radial mode as intelligent elements of a structure. The
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modeling and characterization of piezoceramic wafer active sensors (PWAS) can be found in
[Giurgiutiu and Zagrai 2000]. These active wafers are ideally suited for surface bonded type
applications, however their main drawbacks are the lack of much modal control and surface
conformability, which makes them hard to use on structures like shells and cylinders.
Aspects of comb transducer design for guided waves were studied by Rose and Pelts in
1998 [Rose and Pelts 1998]. In this study it was determined that for optimum excitation of a
guided wave mode the element width should be approximately 50% of the comb element
separation. Guided wave propagation in composite structures was extensively studied by Gao in
his thesis [Gao 2007]. Gao proposed a set of recommendations for guided wave sensor designs.
Guided wave mode control by applying time delays between elements in a comb transducer was
studied in [Li and Rose 2001].

1.3.4.2 Piezoelectric Fiber Composite (PFC) Transducer for Guided Wave Generation
A bulk or monolithic piezoceramic transducer has inherent performance limitation resulting
from the extremely brittle nature of ceramics. Great care must be taken during the manufacture,
the application to the structure, and the operation of the active structure. The brittleness makes the
processing of piezoceramic wafers costly and can significantly limit the size and shape of
available actuators. In addition, the electrical connections and high pressures threaten to fracture
the delicate wafers. All of these can significantly reduce structural integrity [John 1995].
An alternative to the bulk piezoceramic is the Piezoelectric Fiber Composite (PFC). PFC is
composed of piezoelectric ceramic and polymer as illustrated in Figure 1.6. This combination
results in several advantages for PFC over the bulk piezoelectric materials. The compliant matrix
protects the piezoelectric fibers, reducing the brittleness. Thus, PFCs are comformable and can be
used on structures with curvature.
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Host structure

Figure 1.6 Piezoelectric fiber composites surfaced mounted on the host plate structure.

PFCs are promising materials because of their excellent tailorable properties. Matrix and
ceramic combinations, volume fraction, fiber orientation and poling direction all contribute to the
tailorability of the transducer. Significant background research contributed to this work on PFCs.
Newnham et al. introduce the concept of “connectivity” for classifying the various PZT: polymer
composite structure [Newnham 1978]. In particular, 1-3 composites, with fiber oriented through
thickness, were developed for hydro phone sensors and ultrasonic transducers [Newnham 1980].
1-3 PFCs were considered the most useful. The advantage of this composite is high coupling
factors, low acoustic impedance and mechanical flexibility. In addition, the advanced
piezoelectric fiber composites were experimentally demonstrated and confirmed for the energy
conversion component by the Penn State group recently [Meyer and S.Yoshikawa 1996].
Anisotropic piezocomposite transducers have been designed and manufactured in recent years
[Bent and Hagood 1997]. Bent and Hagood designed the active fiber composite (AFC)
transducers using piezofibers polarized along their axis embedded in an epoxy matrix. These
fibers are actuated through the use of interdigital electrodes patterns on kapton film. The use of
AFCs has several advantages, the interdigital electrodes allowed the use of the 3-3 mode instead
of the 3-1 mode in piezoelectric wafers. The use of the 3-3 mode allows the AFC‟s to attain a
high strain energy density, which is at least twice greater than the wafer sensors. Macro Fiber
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Composites (MFC) developed by NASA Langley Research Center are also similar in their
property except that the piezofibers are replaced by rectangular bars made by dicing a ceramic
very finely. There are two modes (d33 type and d31 type) depending on the poling direction in
MFCs. Uchino et al [Uchino et al 2005] tested the d31 type of MFC under small mechanical
vibration source to generate enough current for battery charge.
Additional research on PZT/polymer composites has been focussed on effective
mechanical, electric, and coupling properties of PFCs. A discretized uniform field model was
used for modeling the active fibers. In order to accomplish design in this large space efficiently, a
coupled piezoelectric-elastic analysis will be conducted using micromechanics [Aboudi 1998;
Deraemaeker 2009; Kumar and Chakraborty 2009; Ray and Pradham 2007]. The PFC is treated
as a statistically homogeneous material, whose properties are estimated by micromechanical
modeling. For convenience, the strength of materials approach presented by Kumar and
Chakraborty [2009] will be employed in this thesis when the poling direction is normal to the
fiber direction. When the poling direction is aligned with the fibers, the analysis of Ray and
Pradhan [2007] is employed. In particular, micro-mechanics is used for estimating the effective
mechanical and piezoelectric properties of PFCs on this work.

1.4 Challenges for Further Study
From the literature on guided wave propagation in current research, it is clear that while the
theory of Lamb wave propagation and NDE methods using conventional hand-held ultrasonic
transducers are well established, In SHM, Lamb waves are typically generated using surface

bonded or embedded piezoelectric actuators that are integral with the host structure.
Piezoelectric Wafer Active Sensors (PWAS) are well known in SHM. However, PWAS are
discrete transducers, practical applications present unique problems, like multiple modes are
excited and many wires are required to fully monitor a structural component. An understanding of
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the Lamb wave excitation and interaction with fatigue crack and corrosion using surface bonded
or embedded continuous piezoelectric strips at a finite length is not complete. The following
issues need to be addressed:
1. While the mature techniques mentioned so far for SHM are circular crested waves using
disk type transducer, planar crested waves excited by rectangular piezoelectric strips are
important in order to fully monitor a structural component or a known hotspot in a
component.
2. PFCs are well known as flexible enough for curved surface and tailorable for design,
while this is not the case for brittle bulk piezoceramics. However, the effectiveness of
PFCs with optimal design in SHM requires furthur understanding.
3. The sensitivity of continuous PFC strips to the defect detection, i.e. the maximum length
of the strips to identify damage such as fatigue cracks and corrosion.
Addressing some of the questions can help us in better understanding guided waves
generated from acontinuous PFC strip SHM system.

1.5 Thesis Goals and Objectives
An SHM system consisting of continuous piezoelectric strips as shown in Figure 1.7 is
intended to make up a transducer network and could be permanently mounted on the surface to be
monitored. Each strip is both actuator and sensor and is made up of multiple piezoelectric
elements so that it functions as a comb transducer [Rose and Pelts 1998] to generate ultrasonic
guided waves. A conceptual sketch of the transducer is shown in Figure 1.8, which shows four
active piezoelectric elements that make this a comb type transducer. For optimal performance,
piezoelectric fiber composites (PFC) are investigated for the piezoelectric elements. Additionally,
but not shown in Figure 1.8, is that each strip will be partitioned along its length to facilitate
locating damage within a particular region and focusing energy. Energy focusing is a subject of
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intense current interest [Giurgiutiu and Bao, 2004; Sun et al., 2005; Rose et al., 2005; Giurgiutiu,
2005] and can be used for enhanced damage detection, location, and visualization. Tomographic
imaging based upon reflections, scattering, and transmission also seems viable for this application.
This system could be applicable to pipelines as „smart pipe‟, pressure vessels, storage tanks, and
aircraft as well as a variety of other structures

Figure 1.7 Continuous health monitoring system schematics; (a) single strip on a pipeline, (b) two strips on a
cylindrical pressure vessel, (c) 2-D grid on a shell. The insert shows that each strip consists of multiple piezoelectric
elements.

Figure 1.8. Schematic of a strip transducer having four active elements.
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The objectives of this thesis are:
1. Characterize wave propagation from a continuous piezoelectric transmitter and identify
features indicative of damage in plate and shell structures,
2. Define optimal sensor characteristics based on objective 1 and design a sensory system,
3. Demonstrate feasibility of the health monitoring system in a laboratory environment by
detecting damage associated with corrosion and fatigue cracks,

1.5 Contents of the thesis
This thesis has 6 chapters. Chapter 1 presents the problem statement, a brief review of the
literature and the thesis objectives. Chapter 2 covers theory of planar guided wave excitation in
plates and calculation of characteristic curves for a comb type transducer to handle a guide wave
mode excitation problem [Lissenden and Li 2010]. Chapter 3 handles guided lamb wave excited
by Piezoelectric Fiber Composite (PFC). A micromechanics model is employed to estimate
material properties of PFCs or input into Finite Element Analysis [Li and Lissenden 2010].
Chapter 4 describes the sensor design for PFC transducers to excite guided Lamb waves with
Abaqus finite element analysis (FEA) simulation. An approach named Abaqus Standard-Explicit
Co-simulation is implemented. Numerical results present the planar wave excitation for both
fundamental anti-symmetric A0 wave mode and symmetric S0 wave mode [Lissenden and Li
2011]. Chapter 5 discusses the planar Lamb wave interaction with defect. FE modeling using
infinite elements and viscous surface pressure to eliminate unwanted reflections from artificial
boundaries is employed. Some experiments which include beam scattering from defects by using
a Laser Doppler Vibrometer were presented [Lissenden and Li 2011]. Chapter 6 provides the
summary and conclusions. Some further work suggestions are also presented.

Chapter 2
Guided Wave Propagation in Free Plate
2.1 Introduction
Guide waves have widespread applications in nondestructive evaluation and structural
health monitoring (SHM). They enable the SHM of large areas from a single location. Lamb
waves are a type of ultrasonic wave that are guided between two parallel free surfaces, such as a
flat plate. There are two basic Lamb wave modes, symmetric modes (S0, S1, S2,…) and
antisymmetric modes (A0, A1, A2,…). Both types are quite dispersive, with their speeds being
dependent upon the frequency. Inspection of such structures demands understanding of the
ultrasonic Lamb wave propagation through them. There is much work reported in the literature
regarding wave propagation in a flat plate. In this chapter the wave propagation characteristics in
the form of dispersion curves will be analytically evaluated. Furthermore, Lamb wave excitation
with a comb transducer in free plate is discussed.

2.2 Lamb Waves in Isotropic Plate
2.2.1 Derivation of Lamb-Wave Equations
The fundamental difference between ultrasonic guided waves and bulk waves is the
existence of the boundary conditions that the solution must satisfy together with the governing
equations of elastodynamics. When a wave propagates in a plate with finite thickness, there is
interaction with the plate‟s lower and upper surfaces boundary condition. Through constructive
and destructive interference, the longitudinal and shear waves give rise to the Lamb wave, which
consists of a pattern of standing waves in the thickness (x3) direction (Lamb wave modes) and
behaving like travelling wave in the x1 direction. The geometry of the free plate is illustrated in
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Figure 2.1, along with a coordinate system that will be used for derivation of a wave propagation
solution. The solution of this problem has been obtained through the use of displacement
potentials and the partial wave techniques [Rose 1999; Achenbach 1984; Auld 1990] and is
reviewed here.

x3
σ31=σ33=0 at x3=h
x1

2h
σ31=σ33=0 at x3=-h
Figure 2.1 Guide wave in free plate

For a isotropic plate with traction free boundary condition as shown in Figure 2-1, the
equations of motion, strain displacement equations, and the constitutive equations for isotropic
material are :

 ij , j   fi   ui

equations of motion(i=1,2,3)

(2.1)

 ij = (ui, j +u j,i )

strain-displacement equations

(2.2)

 ij  L kk  ij  2  ij

constitutive equations

(2.3)

1
2

which σ𝑖𝑗, 𝜀𝑖𝑗, 𝑢𝑖, 𝑓𝑖, 𝛿𝑖𝑗, 𝜌, 𝜆L 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜇 denote stresses, strains, displacements, body forces, the
Kronecker delta, mass density, and Lame‟s constants respectively. Substituting Eq. 2.2 and 2.3
into Eq. 2.1, to eliminate the stress and strain in the equation of motion, then Navier’s equation of
motion in linear elastodynamics can be obtained as follows,

ui , jj  (L   )u j , ji   fi  ui

(2.4)

By using the Helmholtz decomposition, the displacement vector of Eq. 2.4 is
decomposed into a scalar potential Φ and a vector potential Ψ that yield two wave equations for
longitudinal and shear waves; for plane strain problems, 𝑥2 is invariant. The body force fi will be
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neglected. The results are,

 2
x12



 2

 2
x32
 2



x12

x32



1  2

governing longitudinal waves

cL2 t 2



1  2

(2.5)

governing shear waves

cT2 t 2

(2.6)

where cL  （L  2 ）/  and cT   /  denote the longitudinal and shear wave velocities.
Assuming the displacement potential solutions in Eq.(2.5) and (2.6) in the form

  ( x3 ) exp[i(kx1  t )]

(2.7)

  ( x3 ) exp[i(kx1  t )]

(2.8)

where k and ω denote wave number and angular frequency, respectively.
Substitution of these assumed solutions into Eqs. (2.5) and (2.6) yields equations
governing the unknown functions  and  . The solution to these equations are
( x3 )  A1 sin（px3 )  A2 cos（px3 )

(2.9)

( x3 )  B1 sin（qx3 )  B2 cos（qx3 )

(2.10)

where p 2  

2

c

2
L

 k 2 and q 2  

2
2
T

c

 k2 .

The constants A1, A2, B1, B2 in Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10) are still unknown. They can be
determined by applying the traction-free boundary condition

 31   33  0

at x3  h

(2.11)

Then the displacement and stress terms can be rewritten as follows
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(2.12)

(2.13)
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(2.15)

dx3 
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2.2.2 Symmetric Solution and Antisymmtric Solution.
Now, since the field variables involve sinusoidal and cosine function. The solution can be
split into two sets of modes: symmetric and antisymmetric modes as shown in Figure 2.2
[Giurgiutiu 2008].

Symmetric motion

Antisymmetric motion
u3

u3
u1
u3

u1

2h

u1

u1

u3

Figure 2.2 symmetric and antisymmetric motion across the plate thickness

The symmetric solution of the Lamb wave equations assumes symmetry of displacements
and stress about the mid-plane. It can be easily observed that this amounts to

u1 ( x, h)  u1 ( x, h)
u3 ( x, h)  u3 ( x, h)

 31 ( x, h)   13 ( x, h)
 33 ( x, h)   33 ( x, h)

(2.16)

Upon substitution in Eqs. (2.13) and (2.14), and appling the boundary conditions from Eq.(2.15)
as  31 ( x, h)   13 ( x, h)  0 and  33 ( x, h)   33 ( x, h)  0 , we obtain a linear system

 A2 2ikp sin ph  B1 (k 2  q 2 )sin qd  0
A2 (k 2  q 2 ) cos ph  B1 2ikq sin qd  0

(2.17)

Solution of this homogeneous system of linear equation is only possible if the determinant is zero.
An often used form of the symmetric lamb equation is
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tan ph
(q 2  k 2 ) 2

tan qh
4k 2 pq

for symmetric modes

(2.18)

For the antisymmetric solution, antisymmetry of displacements and stress about the midplane can be accounted for as

u1 ( x, h)  u1 ( x, h)
u3 ( x, h)  u3 ( x, h)

 31 ( x, h)   13 ( x, h)
 33 ( x, h)   33 ( x, h)

(2.19)

Proceeding along analogous lines, we can show that

tan qh
(q 2  k 2 ) 2

tan ph
4k 2 pq

for anti-symmetric modes

(2.20)

Equations (2.18) and (2.20) are known as Rayleigh-Lamb frequency relations.

2.3 Dispersion Curves and Wave Structure.
The Rayleigh-Lamb equations can be used to determine the velocity at which a wave of a
particular frequency will propagate within the plate. The equations do not have analytical
solutions. Hence they need to be solved by numerical methods. The roots of these equations
provide the conditions at which guided wave propagation can occur. Equations of this nature are
known as dispersion relations in the frequency and phase velocity domain. Another important
property of the Lamb waves is the group-velocity 𝐶𝑔, guided waves propagate as a wave packet
that has different circular frequency 𝜔 and wave number content k, 𝐶𝑔=𝑑𝜔/𝑑𝑘 yields a group
velocity of the guided wave that provides another parameter that can be measured by
experimental methods.
Figure 2.3 shows the phase velocity C p and group velocity C g dispersion curves for a 2
mm thick aluminum plate ( E=70GPa, v=0.33, ρ=2700 kg/m3) determined using ultrasonic test
lab program [Gao 2007]. The activation line for a comb transducer having an element spacing of
8.7 mm is superimposed on phase velocity dispersion curves (Figure 2.3a). The details of mode
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activation using a comb type transducer will be presented in the next section. The element
spacing sets the wavelength λ=8.7 mm to be generated. The intersection of the activation line
with a dispersion curve indicates the frequency at which that mode can be excited. The element
spacing of 8.7 mm is selected in order to excite the fundamental A0 mode at 200 kHz. The
symmetric modes S0, S1, and S2 and anti-symmetric modes A0, A1, and A2 are identified in
Figure 2.3. The group velocity dispersion curves in Figure 2.3b indicate the speed at which the
modal wave packets travel as a function of frequency. The four activation points shown in Table
2.1 are excited in the results that follow.
(a)
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Figure 2.3. Lamb wave dispersion curves for 2 mm thick aluminum plate, (a) phase velocity with
comb transducer activation line, (b) group velocity.
Table 2.1. Phase velocity and group velocity for wave length  =8.7 mm

Mode

A0

S0

A2

S2

Excitation Frequency (KHz)

200

609

2370

1851

Phase Velocity (Km/s)

1.739

5.30

20.6

16.11

Group velocity (Km/s)

2.80

4.99

0.181

2.91

One item of great interest in the utilization of dispersion curves are certain points where
phase velocity and frequency have particular in-plane u1 , u2 displacement and out-of-plane
displacement u3 distribution known as wave structure characteristics. The wave structure
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distribution through the plate thickness varies with frequency along a particular mode. In NDE
and SHM, the continuous variations and shifting of wave structure distribution along the modes
can be useful for ultrasonic testing. Improved sensitivity to certain defects can be obtained as a
result of controlling in-plane or out-of-plane impingement at a certain location across the
thickness of the structure. The corresponding wave structures for the four excited modes
identified in Table 2.1 are illustrated in Figure 2.4. For the excited A0 mode at 200 kHz (Figure
2.4a), the energy is dominated in out-of-plane displacement u3 distribution on the upper and
lower surface, which could be used to detect corrosion defects. In Figure 2.4b, in-plane u1
displacement is dominant in the middle of the plate for excited S0 mode at 609 kHz, which could
be used to detect through-thickness cracks.

Figure.2.4. The wave structure for modes (a) A0, (b) S0, (c) A2, (d)S2
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2.4 Mode Activation Using Comb Type Transducer
As mentioned before, a countless number of Lamb waves at particular frequencies could be
selected for SHM, and each point produces unique wave structure. Therefore, the approach to
mode and frequency selection is crucial. An angle beam transducer at a specific angle determined
by Snell‟s Law can be used to achieve a particular phase velocity value. However, the source
influence of the transducer size as well as the frequency spectrum itself limits the ability to
achieve the particular mode integral with the host structure in SHM. An alternative choice can be
a small multi-element comb type ultrasonic transducer [Wilcox et al. 2001]. The transducer on the
plate structure as shown in Figure 2.5 has the following parameters: the active element width a,
the number of elements N and comb size d equal to one wavelength λ=a+d. The mode activation
lies on the line with a slope depending on the comb spacing λ as shown Figure 2.3. The
pioneering work with theoretical and experimental results for this novel comb type ultrasonic
transducer based on various design choices of element size and spacing is presented by Rose and
Pelts [1998]. In this work, the maximum magnitude of radio frequency signal occurred when the
element width equals 50% of comb spacing, this means half of a wavelength, and the
improvement of the dominant mode with respect to the other modes as the number of active
element increased.

Receiver
0

Sum-up of signal
output
0

t0

t0

2t0

2t0

Sender

3t0

3t0

Active element
Epoxy matrix

Comb transducer

a

Plate structure

λ

Figure 2.5. Schematic of a strip comb type transducer having five active elements and linear time delay inputs for
transducer array
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If the comb elements are spaced equally by d, the far field displacement in a two
dimensional isotropic structure can be written as [Koduru 2010]
N 1

u ( x, z, q)  E (k , z )Q(k )  e
v

v

v

jNk v a

i 0

sin( Nk v d 2) j N21 k v d
 E (k , z )Q(k )
e
sin(k v d 2)
v

v

(2.21)

where superscript „v‟ denotes the vth mode, N, E (kv,z) and Q(kv) mean the elements number,
excitability matrix and surface traction loading, respectively. Assuming a uniform surface traction
loading in the z-direction by the comb elements, the out of plane displacement can be expressed
as
N 1

u3v ( x, z, q)  E (k v , z )Q(k v )  e jNk a  E (k v , z )
v

i 0

sin(k v a 2) sin( Nk v d 2) j N21 k v d
e
sin(k v 2) sin(k v d 2)

(2.22)

To maximize the amplitude of a particular mode, the spacing and size of the element should be
selected in the optimum parameters as below



a  (2N  1) ,
2
d  N ,

N  1, 2, 3
N  1, 2, 3 

(2.23)

In actual application of this comb type transducer, element spacing needs to be changed to
generate modes at different wave lengths. To overcome these disadvantages, a multi-channel time
delay system can be built to improve the transducer array for guide Lamb wave excitation. The
total frequency response of the comb transducer is shaped by H ( ) as a function of element
width a and wavelength λ [Li and Rose 2001].
N

H ( )   e j[t  n ( z  zi )] 
i 1

sin( Na  ) j[t  n ( z  zcenter )]
e
sin(a  )

(2.24)

where z and zcenter denote the element location and the center location of the comb transducer. “-”
means +z direction propagation and “+” means –z direction propagation. βn is the wave number
of harmonic mode n.
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To implement mode tuning, different time delay values are applied to the elements as
shown in Figure 2.5. With no time delay for the first element and second element with time delay
t0, the third element with delay 2t0, etc., the amplitude of generated harmonic mode n will be
N

H ( )   e j[ (t ti ) n ( z  zi )] 
i 1

sin[ N (a   t0 / T )] j[ (t  N21t0 ) n ( z  zcenter )]
e
sin[ (a   t0 / T )]

（2.25）

where, T is the period of harmonic mode n, and

  a /(n  t0 /T ) ,
  a /(n  t0 /T ) ,

for +z direction propagation

(2.26)

for -z direction propagation

As Eq. (2.26) indicates, the wave length can be changed with time delays. Therefore, the phase
velocity and frequency ratio change with frequency, which means the generated modes do not fall
on a straight activation line any more as shown in Figure 2.6 [Li and Rose 2001], where d denotes
the thickness of the plate.

Figure 2.6. Variation in activation lines due to time delays.

2.5 Excitation of Planar Guided Lamb Waves
2.5.1 Experiment Setup and Data Acquisition
Experiments were designed to demonstrate the ability of PFC actuators to generate Lamb
waves. A 2mm-thick aluminum alloy 6061-T6 square plate, having length L= 457 mm (18 inch),
was used for the test.
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Five 1-3 piezoelectric fiber composites from Advanced Cerametrics Inc. (ACI) as
shown in Figure 2.7 are used to generate and detect guided waves in the test structure. The PFCs
have a length of 140 mm (5.5 inch totally, 5 inch fiber length plus 0.5 inch electrode length),
width 13mm (10 mm wide for Inter-Digitized Electrodes) and 1mm thickness, with piezoelectric
fibers oriented in Length direction. Poling and activation of piezoelectric strips with InterDigitized Electrodes (IDE) is shown in Figure 2.7(a). For the sake of robust connection with
electric wires and avoiding damage the PFC electrode, the surface of electrodes is abraded by
cotton swab first and cleaned with acetone before bonding with silver conductive epoxy. In the
initial test, two kinds of ultrasonic couplants (gel couplant and shear couplant) are used to couple
the PFC to the test plate as shown in Figure 2.7(b). Ultrasonic couplants are used in virtually all
contact testing applications to facilitate the transmission of sound energy between the transducer
and the test piece. Furthermore, these couplants are easy to remove and clean without damaging
the PFC transducer. A high damping layer is also added on the top of each PFC strip. This layer
is used to minimize ringing in the transducer and insulate the IDE from a steel block used to
provide a uniform pressure. The physical properties given by the manufacturer are provided in
Table

2.2.

Figure 2.7. ACI‟s 1-3 piezoelectric fiber composites (a) bare PFC strips, fibers oriented in Length direction, Pole and
activate piezoelectric strips with Inter-Digitized Electrodes (IDE) , (b) PFC Strips with high damping layer on the top
side and connected wires by using silver conductive epoxy.
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The Data Acquisition System (DAQ System) shown in Figure 2.8 has been assembled to
manipulate the transducers and to collect wave signals from them. US Ultratek PCIUT-3100T
pulse/digitizer card generates tone-burst signals to transmitter and receives the wave signals by
KRAUTKRAMER 0.5 MHz sensor from a plexiglas wedge. And this pulser/digitizer is
accommodated by a Magma™ PCI expansion box. A LabVIEW® Virtual Instrument (VI)
developed by [Cho 2010] and is manipulated by a Dell Latitude E6400 laptop computer to
manage all resources of the DAQ system. Figure 2.8 shows a photograph of the DAQ System
components.
Table 2.2 Properties of 1-3 PFC

Piezoelectric
coefficient d33

Dielectric
constant

Open circuit
compliance S33(D)

Closed circuit
compliance S33(E)

Open circuit elastic
constant Y33(D)

Apply
voltage

400 pC/N

700

3.1010-12 m2/N

4.9410-12 m2/N

3.231011 N/m2

0~15V

Figure 2.8. The DAQ System components
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Throughout the experiments, 50 V 5-cycle toneburst signals excited the PFC strips. A 21
dB attenuator was used to regulate the high-voltage signals to 8.28V, below the maximum voltage
of PFCs (15 V). All of the PFCs were used as a comb actuator in these experiments, and the
wedge receivers detected guided wave signals in the test structures. The signals were collected at
25 MHz sampling frequency and every time 10 signals were averaged; 10 averages were set to
remove noise. A 70 dB gain factor was used for the test plates. To reduce noise in wave signals,
5.9 MHz low-pass filter and 14 KHz high-pass filter were enabled. In order to enhance the
experimental efficiency and accuracy, the Virtual Instrument (VI) was designed by using various
mathematical applications within LabVIEW®.

2.5.2 Wave Signal Test and Wave Field for Lamb wave S0 mode – single strip
In the initial test, the experiment method is demonstrated to be capable of detecting the
wave signal generated from PFC strips. The wave propagation of a single PFC actuator excited by
5-cycle toneburst signals at 500 kHz is investigated to identify which ultrasound couplant shown
in Figure 2.7 is most useful for detecting the wave signal. Figure 2.8 has shown the coordinate
system and layout of the experiment, a 153mm square area (6 inch) meshed by a 3.2 mm x 6.3
mm grid (1/8 inch and 1/4inch) in front of the wave propagation direction is used to detect the
wave signal and wave field for one PFC strip. The wedge receiver was arranged for receiving the
fundamental symmetric mode S0 using Snell‟s law to calculate the angle (which turned out to be
30°)based on the wave velocity in Plexiglas (2.7 km/s) and the phase velocity for the S0 mode
(5.3 Km/s).
Figures 2.9 and 2.10 shown the time signals as a function of distance from the middle of
the PFC and from the edge of the PFC, respectively. A stronger wave signal can be detected from
the middle area of the PFC than the edge area on the front of wave propagation. The comparison
of time signal amplitude between ultrasonic couplants (gel couplant and shear couplant) used to
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bond the PFC to the test aluminum plate is also shown in these figures. It can be concluded that
shear couplant better facilitates the transmission of sound energy between the transducer and the
test plate, as cleaner and stronger wave signals are detected using shear couplant. Finally, the
acquired time signal received by the angle beam transducer in the front of wave propagation
direction are exported to a text file and later imported into MATLAB for further analysis.
Snapshots from the wave propagation are shown in Figures 2.11. From the test result, a strong
wave signal generated from the PFC strip bonded with shear couplant is detected.
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Figure 2.9. Time signal as a function of distance from the middle of the PFC (a) 102 mm (4 inch), (b) 152 mm (6 inch) .
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Figure 2.10. Time signal as a function of distance from the edge of the PFC (a) 102 mm (4 inch), (b) 152 mm (6 inch).
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(a) 64mm

(c) 102mm

(e) 152mm

(b) 76mm

(d) 127mm

(f) 178mm

Figure 2.11. Wave field as a function of distance for PFC bonded by Shear Couplant (a) 64 mm (2.5 inch), (b) 76 mm
(3 inch), (c)102 mm (4 inch), (d) 127 mm (5 inch) , (e) 152 mm (6 inch), (f) 178 mm (7 inch).
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2.5.3 Element Spacing and Number for Comb Transducer Design
In this experiment, the wave propagation of three PFC actuator bonded by shear
couplant is investigated. The purpose of this experiment is to identify the optimal excitation
frequency and spacing of PFC strips for the comb transducer design. Table 2.3 shows the wave
propagation parameters for the S0 mode as a function of excitation frequency. For the frequency
range of the receiving sensor, the excitation frequency less than 500 kHz is chosen. For this
experiment, PFC actuator cannot be excited at 500 kHz, because the wavelength (10.7mm) at this
frequency is less than the width of a PFC strip (13 mm), making it not possible to assemble a
comb transducer for this frequency. The wavelength at 350 kHz (15.4 mm) is almost identical to
the width of PFC strips, and the spacing between strips is too small, but the wavelength at 200
kHz (27.6 mm) is almost double the width of the PFC strips. Wavelength at 300 kHz (18.0 mm)
is investigated. The test experiment and comb transducer design is shown as Figure 2.12. A steel
block is used on the top of three PFC strips to provide uniform pressure. A 2 mm aluminum
rectangular alloy 6061-T6 plate with 610 mm (24 inch) length and 457mm width (18 inch) is
tested to identify the S0 wave mode.
Table 2.3. Wave propagation parameter for S0 mode as a function of exciting frequency

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2.12. Test experiment and comb transducer
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Figures 2.13-2.15 show the time signals for the S0 mode as a function of distance from the
middle of PFCs. These signals are excited at 200 kHz, 300 kHz and 350 kHz, respectively. The
Hilbert Transform [Giurgiutiu 2008] is used for characterizing the instantaneous attributes of a
wave signal and energy distribution in the time domain. And the group velocity is calculated by
Vgr=Δd/Δt. These results are close to the theoretical result 5.394 km/s for S0 mode from Table 2.3
and indicated the S0 mode is excited. A clean and stable wave packet for S0 mode is excited at
300 kHz.

Figure 2.13. Time signal as a function of distance for S0 mode 200 kHz (a) 127mm (5 inch) (b) 178 mm (7 inch).
Group velocity is Vgr  5.23 km / s , Theoretical result is 5.394 km/s for S0 mode from Table 2.3.

Figure 2.14. Time signal as a function of distance for S0 mode 350 kHz (a) 127mm (5 inch) (b) 178 mm (7 inch).
Group velocity is Vgr  5.44 km / s . Theoretical result is 5.313km/s for S0 mode from Table 2.3
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Figure 2.15. Time aignal as a function of distance for S0 mode 300 kHz (a) 127mm (5 inch) (b) 178 mm (7 inch).
Group velocity is Vgr  5.20 km / s . Theoretical result is 5.346 km/s for S0 mode from Table 2.3.

By comparison of time signals between one strip PFC and and a three-strip comb
transducer excited at 300 kHz, Figure 2.16 shows the advantage of this comb transducer design.

(a) 127 mm

(b) 178 mm

Figure 2.16. Signal comparison between one strip PFC and three strips. (a) 127 mm,（b）178 mm.

2.6 Summary
The foundation for the analytical work with Lamb waves in a free plate was laid in this
chapter. Using the phase velocity dispersion curves, the wave structure distribution can be useful
for selecting damage sensitive modes in ultrasonic testing. The comb type transducer with time
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delay technique has great potential in sensor design for SHM. The maximum magnitude of radio
frequency signal occurred when the element width is equal to half of the wavelength, and the
improvement of the dominant mode with respect to the other modes as the multiple elements are
used rather than single element.

Chapter 3
Piezoelectric Fiber Composite Strip Transducers for Guided Wave Excitation
in Plate
3.1 Introduction
Piezoelectric Fiber Composites (PFCs), composed of a piezoelectric ceramic and a
polymer, are promising materials in SHM because of their tailorable properties and flexibility.
The PFC transducers can generate ultrasonic guided waves by converting electrical energy into
the acoustic energy of ultrasonic wave propagation (Actuator). On the other hand, the PFC
transducers are able to convert this ultrasonic wave energy back into an electrical signal (Sensor).
In this chapter, piezoelectric and mechanical properties for these innovative PFC transducers are
estimated through micromechanical modeling. Specifically, micromechanics enables us to
consider different constituent properties and provides the composite properties for input to finite
element analysis. The piezoelectric constitutive relations are reviewed in order to understand the
guided Lamb wave excitation from a surface-mounted PFC transducer.

3.2 Piezoelectric Effect and Constitutive Equation
Piezoelectric effect arises from an asymmetry in the unit cell of the crystal lattice. A typical
example is shown in Figure 3.1[Brockmann and Tobias, 2009] could be lead-zirconate-titanate
Pb(Zr, Ti)O3, also known as PZT, which is a piezoelectric ceramic. The absence of Ti4+ being the
center of symmetry in Figure 3.1b results in an electric dipole in the elementary cell of the crystal,
which is distributed throughout the volume. Such an electric dipole represents positive and
negative charges with non-coinciding centers of concentration. The polar axis describes the
dipole orientation with the polar direction from the negative to the positive center. Adjoining
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dipoles form regions of local alignment called domains. So the piezoelectric effect occurs only in
such non-centrosymmetric crystals [Brockmann and Tobias 2009].
(+)
Pb2+
P
Ti4+
O2(-)

Figure. 3.1. Elementary crystal cell: (a) cubic configuration and (b) tetragonal configuration due to polarization along
the e3-direction[Brockmann and Tobias H 2009].

The level of polarization achieved directly affects the magnitude of the electromechanical
coupling principle. The principle is illustrated in Figure 3.2[Uchino 2005]. When the electric field
is aligned with the poling direction, normal strain is induced. When the electric field is normal to
the poling direction, shear strain will occur.

P
P

E3
P
E3

Strain

E

E

E1
E1
Figure 3.2 schematic depiction of the deformation of a single crystal produced by an electric field E [Uchino 2005].

The piezoelectric effect couples the mechanical and electrical fields. The constitutive
relations of piezoelectric materials describe the relations between stresses and strains, between
flux density and field strength, and the connection between the mechanical and electrical fields.
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In this section, the constitution relations will be limited to the linear case. Details of the
constants describing these materials have been standardized by the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers [ANSI/IEEE Standard 176-1987]. When piezoelectric material is used as
an actuator, the constitutive relation for actuation is established as
    S E0
 = 
D  d

d   
 
T0   E 

(3.1)

In the contracted tensional form
E
 p  S pq
 q  dkp Ek
0

,

Di  diq q  Tik0 Ek ,

p, q  1,...,6; i, k  1, 2,3

(3.2)

where p and q are strain and stress in contracted form, Di and Ek are the electric displacement
and electric field vectors, and Spq, diq， ik denote the compliance, piezoelectric coupling, and
dielectric constants respectively.
When a piezoelectric material is used as sensor, the constitutive relation for sensing
equation is established as
    S D0
 = 
E    g

g   
 
 T0   D 

(3.3)

In the contracted tensional form
E
 p  S pq
 q  gkp Dk
0

,

Ei  giq q  ikT0 Dk ,

p, q  1,...,6; i, k  1, 2,3

(3.4)

where, giq  ikT dkp is the piezoelectric voltage coefficient, ikT Tjk   ij denotes the permittivity and
0

0

0

impermittivity relations. The superscripts “ E0 ”, “ T0 ” and “ D0 ” denote quantities measured at
zero electric field (closed circuit), zero stress (free boundary) and zero electric
displacement( open circuit), respectively.
For piezoelectric materials with orthotropic behavior and poled in the 3-direction, the
constitutive equation (3.2) is
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For PZT material with transverse isotropy like PZT-5H, d32  d31 , d24  d15 ,11 22 .

3.3 Piezoelectric Fiber Composite (PFC)
A number of attractive piezoelectric materials like PZT have been used as sensors and
actuators for ultrasonic waves. However, these bulk piezoelectric materials have certain
limitations in application, like brittleness, size and shape limitation and high specific acoustic
impedance. To overcome these limitations, the use of piezoelectric composites can be obtained by
combining piezoelectric fibers with a non-piezoelectric polymer matrix. The compliant matrix
protects the piezoelectric fibers, improving flexibility. The flexibility of PFCs enables their use
on structures with curvature.
Another advantage of using piezoelectric fibers is the tailorable nature of fibrous
composites, which can achieve a broad range of piezoelectric and mechanical properties based on
the properties of the constituents and the volume fractions. In contrast to bulk piezoceramic
transducers with transverse isotropy, PFCs have large anisotropy. This material property enables
large strain along the fiber direction compared to the transverse direction. This anisotropy results
in a tailorable actuator which can be oriented to control specific modes within a structure.
The essential statement about the PFCs is the fiber volume fraction vp . As the material
distribution does not change along the fiber direction, only the geometry relations in the plane of
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the fiber cross-section are relevant. Figure 3.3 displays a unit cell of a PFC containing
piezoelectric fibers and epoxy matrix. The unit cell of the PFC can be used to determine
mechanical and geometric properties of the PFC. The fiber volume fraction vp can be written as
2
2
v p  m wp (  p wm  m wp ) , wp = p 3 r 2 , wm =（
m 6 3a  3 r )

(3.6)

where wp and wm denotes weight of piezo fiber and epoxy matrix. Fiber volume fraction as a
function of fiber dimension is shown in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.3. Designation of piezoelectric fiber composites

Fiber voume fraction
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Figure 3.4. Fiber volume fraction as a function of fiber radius

(
3)
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3.4 Effective Electro-Mechanical properties of Piezoelectric Fiber Composites
3.4.1 Basic Status
Real applications require knowledge of the effective piezoelectric and mechanical
properties of the PFC material when piezoelectric active fiber (usually composed of piezoelectric
ceramics like PZT-5H) is combined with a piezoelectric inactive polymer. Currently, models
using the micro-mechanical approach are available to determine the effective electro-mechanical
response of PFCs. In the micromechanical approach, the whole structure is divided into
representative volume element (RVE) including both fiber and the matrix surrounding it as shown
in Figure 3.5 [Ray and Pradhan 2007]. Effective properties of these composites can be obtained
by the analysis of the RVE. A number of micromechanics approaches [Benveniste 1991; Aboudi
1998; Ray and Pradhan 2007; Kumar and Chakraborty 2009] have been reported in the literature.

3

2
Piezoelectric fiber

1

1

Matrix

Figure 3.5 cross-section of an RVE of 1-3 piezoelectric fiber composite materials [Ray and Pradhan 2007].

The preceding section provides the effective piezoelectric-elastic properties of PFC
constituents to be input into the finite element analysis through micromechanical modeling. The
constants for PFCs depend on the constituent material, the fiber volume fraction as well as the
fiber direction related to the poling direction. In this section, only the two fundamental cases
shown in Figure 3.6 are considered. These two models are specific to different poling to fiber
direction to explore different mechanical behaviour of PFCs transducers. A number of
assumptions are embedded in the model: analysis is linearly elastic, proposed composites are
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homogeneous, fibers are unidirectional and continuous, fibers and matrix are perfectly bonded,
and the matrix is piezoelectrically inactive.

(a) Fiber normal to the poling direction

(b) Fiber aligned with the poling direction

Figure 3.6. Two fundamental cases of piezoelectric fiber orientations and poling direction for one element of a strip
transducer.

3.4.2 Micromechanics for Piezoelectric and Mechanical Properties
From Eq. 3.1, the constitutive equation for the monolithic piezoelectric material of the
fibers are given as
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( 3.7)

and those for the matrix material are
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Where {ϵ} ,{σ}, {D} and {E} with superscript “ p” or “m” represent the piezoelectric material
and matrix. These matrices with respect to the (123) material coordinate are given by:
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(3.9)

The existence of perfect bonding between fibers and matrix allows us to write the iso-field
conditions. For convenience, the strength of materials approach presented by Kumar and
Chakraborty [2009] will be employed here when the poling direction is normal to the fiber
direction (Figure 3.6a). When the poling direction is aligned with the fibers, the analysis of Ray
and Pradhan [Ray and Pradhan 2007] is employed (Figure 3.6b).
When the fibers are normal to the poling direction as shown in Figure 3.6a, the strain components
in the fiber direction are assumed to be the same [Kumar and Chakraborty 2009]

 11m   11p   11

(3.10)

When the fibers are aligned with the poling direction as shown in Figure 3.6b,

it is assumed

[Ray and Pradhan 2007].


D

p
1
p
1

 2p  3p  4p  5p  6p  =  1m  2m  3m  4m  5m  6m 
D2p

D3p  = D1m

D2m

D3m 

(3.11)

Now employing the rule of mixtures in conjunction with the iso-field conditions, the other strain
components can be written as

 22  v p 22p  vm 22m ,  33  v p 33p  vm 33m ,  23  v p 23p  vm 23m ,
 13  v p 13p  vm 13m ,  12  v p 12p  vm 12m ,

(3.12)

and stress in the composite can be written as

 11  v p 11p  vm 11m ,
 22   22p   22m ,  33   33p   33m ,  23   23p   23m ,
 13   13p   13m ,  12   12p   12m ,

(3.13)
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Also, resultant elelctrical displacement in the PFCs can be written using rule of mixture as

D1  v p D1p  vm D1m
D2  v p D2p  vm D2m

(3.14)

D3  v p D3p  vm D3m
Eqs.(3.12)-(3.14) after combining with the constitution equations of fibers and matrix give
effective coefficients for the composite as a function of fiber volume fraction and are presented in
[Ray and Pradhan 2007].
Consider PZT-5H/Epoxy PFCs for example. The material properties for PZT-5H are
given in Table 3.1. For epoxy, the mass density is 1100 kg/m3, Young‟s modulus is 4.6GPa,
Poisson‟s ratio is 0.36. The predicted effective properties of a PZT-5H/Epoxy PFC are shown in
Figures 3.7 and 3.8 as a function of the piezoelectric fiber volume fraction v p . The properties of a
PFC having fibers normal to the poling direction are shown as Figure 3.7, while properties of a
PFC having fibers aligned with the poling direction are shown as Figure 3.8. The piezoelectric
coefficients eIJ and dIJ for PFC are normalized with respect to the bulk piezoelectric material as
ERIJ  eIJ / eIJ

piezo

, DRIJ  d IJ / d IJpiezo . From these figures, we can see that the PFC are piezoelectrically

inactive when v p  0 as is the epoxy matrix, while the effective piezoelectric coefficients eIJ and
dIJ are equal to eIJpiezo , d IJpiezo when v p  1.0 . The maximum piezoelectric coefficients e31 occur when
v p  0.85 , and the PZT-5H/Matrix PFC material properties for this volume fraction are shown in

Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.7. Effective properties for PZT-5H/Epoxy PFC:
(a) piezoelectric coupling coefficient ratios ERIJ, (b)
piezoelectric coupling coefficient ratios DRIJ (c) elastic
stiffness coefficients CIJ for piezoelectric fibers normal
to the poling direction
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Figure 3.8. Effective properties for PZT-5H/Epoxy PFC:
(a) piezoelectric coupling coefficient ratios ERIJ, (b)
piezoelectric coupling coefficient ratios DRIJ (c) elastic
stiffness coefficients CIJ for piezoelectric fibers aligned
with the poling direction
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Table 3.1. PZT and PFC (vp = 0.85) material properties

1 after (Guennam and Luccioni, 2006) ,
2 poling direction normal to the fiber direction
3 poling direction aligned with the fiber direction

3.5 Summary
In this chapter, the piezoelectric effect and constitutive formulation for piezoelectric
materials were reviewed. Strength of materials based micro-mechanics has been used for
determination of effective coupled electro-mechanical properties of PFCs. These effective
coefficients of PFCs are essential input to simulate Lamb wave excitation using PFC strips.

Chapter 4
FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS TO SIMULATE 3D GUIDED WAVE
PROPAGATION
4.1 Introduction
Simulating the generation of Lamb waves from a piezoelectric transducer surface
mounted to host structure can be performed with finite element analysis. However, this multiphysics analysis (mechanical-piezoelectric) cannot be done using the Abaqus Explicit code. In
this section, planar Lamb wave excitation using surface bonded piezoelectric strips to function as
comb transducers is investigated for both the fundamental symmetric S0 and the anti-symmetric
A0 wave modes. This comb type transducer is comprised of multiple elements, which are
piezoelectric fiber composites. Transducer variables are many; here fiber orientation, volume
fraction, poling directions, and electrode locations are investigated. Specifically, piezocomposite
properties are estimated through micromechanical modeling (Chapter 3) for input to finite
element analysis (FEA) of Lamb wave generation and propagation. For this multi-physics
problem, the finite element analysis employs co-simulation using ABAQUS Standard and
ABAQUS Explicit to simulate transient wave propagation from a strip transducer on a plate.

4.2 FE Theory and Implementation to Simulate Wave Propagation Using Abaqus Expicit
An ultrasonic wave is an elastic stress wave propagating in the host structure. Applying
the concept of minimization of the total energy, the wave equation can be written in matrix form
as

 M U   K U   F

(4.1)

where [M] is the mass matrix, [K] is the stiffness matrix of the structure, {F} is the external load
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 } is the nodal acceleration vector and {U} is the nodal displacement vector.
vector, { U
To simulate the wave propagation, the Finite Element Method (FEM) is used. In this
method, the whole model geometry is discretized into smaller units called elements. The nodal
displacements are related to pointwise displacement using shape functions. The FEA simulation
of wave propagation is performed here using the dynamic solver in ABAQUS 6.9-2, a
commercial software package [ABAQUS 2010].
ABAQUS offers both implicit and explicit solvers for handling the dynamic wave
propagation problem. The flexibility and efficiency of computation in terms of the geometry and
cost of computation in terms of the time makes an explicit solver more technically appropriate for
the wave propagation problem. In the explicit dynamic analysis procedure, the equations of
motion are integrated using the explicit central difference formulation

t
 t(i )  N
U (Ni 1 / 2 )  U (Ni 1 / 2 )  (i 1)
U (i )
2
U N  U N  t U N
( i  1)

(i )

( i  1)

(4.2)

( i 1 / 2 )

where UN is a degree of freedom and subscript „i‟ refers increment number in the explicit solution
scheme [ABAQUS 2010].
For computational stability of the explicit dynamic procedure, the element size and the
computational time step used in explicit time marching should satisfy the conditions:
(1) Courant criteria [Taflove et al. 2000] i.e. the distance traveled by a wave (disturbance)
within a time step Δt should not exceed the length of the smallest element Lmin as
given by the inequality.
ct  Lmin  t  Lmin / c
c  velocity of fastest wave in medium

(4.3)

(2) Spatial sampling criteria – the spatial sampling interval which is equal to the element
size should be sufficient to reconstruct the smallest wavelength of the wave that can
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exist in the computational domain.
Lmax  min / 10,

 is wave length

(4.4)

(3) Nyquist criteria – the stable time increment Δt required for the stability of the central
difference operator is related to the maximum frequency present in the system ( max )
by the inequality.
t  2 / max
n is a integer >2, and  is wave length

(4.5)

4.3 Mechanical-Piezoelectric Analysis of PFC Comb Type Strip Transducer using Abaqus
Standard (Implicit Solver)
The piezoelectric effect is the coupling of stress and electrical field in materials. Electrical
excitation of the piezoelectric material (actuator) causes the material to strain, and vise versa
(sensor). This mechanical-piezoelectric analysis requires the solution of the following systems of
equations.

 M U   Kuu U    Ku    P
 Ku  U    K     Q

(4.6)

where u is the displacement vector, φ is the electric potential vector, [Kuu] is the displacement
stiffness matrix of the structure, [ K ] is the dielectric stiffness matrix of the structure, [ Ku ] is
the piezoelectric coupling matrix of the structure, {P} is the mechanical force vector, and { Q } is
the electrical charge vector [ABAQUS 2010].
Only ABAQUS Standard has the capability to perform this coupled piezoelectric
analysis. The elements that are used in this case contain both displacement degrees of freedom
and the electric potential as nodal variables. General dynamic analysis in ABAQUS Standard uses
an implicit time integration solver to calculate the transient dynamic response of a system. In
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implicit dynamic analysis, the general direct-integration method provided in Abaqus Standard is
called the Hilbert-Hughes-Taylor (HHT) operator. This operator is implicit: the integration of
operator matrix must be inverted and the solution is done iteratively using Newton‟s method. The
operator definition is completed by the Newmark formula for displacement and velocity
integration as

U
U

t t

t t

 1


 U t  t U t  t 2      U t   U t t 
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 U  t  1    U   U
t
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(4.7)

with
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(4.8)

The main appeal of the operator is its controllable numerical damping, which is provided by the
parameter  : with   0 , there is no damping ; while with   1 / 3 significant damping is
available.
In structural problems, the response prediction will deteriorate as the time step Δt
increases relative to the period T of typical modes of response. Three factors should be considered
when selecting the maximum allowable time step: the rate of variation of the applied loading, the
complexity of the stiffness properties, and the type of vibration of the structure. In general, a
maximum increment versus period ratio Δt / T <1/10 is a good rule of thumb for obtaining
reliable results.

4.4 Needs for Co-simulation in PFCs Transducer Design for Lamb wave Excitation
From the previous section, a dilemma for simulating Lamb wave propagation from
piezoelectric materials to the host structure is that multi-physics analysis (mechanicalpiezoelectric) cannot be performed using the Abaqus Explicit code. This code can simulate wave
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propagation, but cannot apply the electric loading or perform piezoelectric analysis. A possible
option is to solve the multi-physics dynamic analysis directly by using the ABAQUS Standard
code alone, but the problem is the non-stability of the wave signal for 3D wave generation using
this implicit solver. Many possibilities like element sizes, time steps and increment time may
influence the final results, but the most important one is the nature of direct integral method used
in implicit solver, which requires the integration of the operator matrix to be inverted. This
requirement introduces more numerical errors than the Explicit solver, especially when the model
size is significantly increased as in 3D wave propagation.
ABAQUS Standard-Explicit co-simulation provides a means to overcome this
deficiency as show in Figure 4.1. This procedure allows different solvers to obtain solutions in
the piezoelectric composite and the host structure, respectively. Basically, the output of
piezoelectric analysis will be used as the input of the transient dynamic analysis in ABAQUS
Explicit. An interaction interface is needed to manage the data exchange in every time increment
between the two solvers, such as force, strains, stresses and displacement. The approach enables
piezo-mechanical analysis and transient dynamics to be performed simultaneously.
ABAQUS CAE is adapted to create models using co-simulation in ABAQUS version
6.9-2 or above (from Jan 25, 2010). The Abaqus Standard-Explicit co-simulation technique
extends Abaqus functionality by providing run-time coupling of Abaqus analysis programs. A
whole model can be divided into multiple sub-models and use different analysis programs to
obtain solutions for each model. Each Abaqus analysis operates on a complementary section of
the model domain.
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Figure 4.1 ABAQUS Standard-Explicit co-simulation for wave propagation

4.5 FE Modeling Using Abaqus Standard-Explicit Co-simulation
4.5.1 FEA Model
Finite element analysis (FEA) was used to simulate 3D wave propagation with the Abaqus
Explicit-Standard Co-Simulation code. There are two models in this FEA simulation as shown in
Figure 4.2, an aluminum plate is defined as the parent model, and the comb transducer strips are
defined as the child model. The center of the transducer is also the center of the plate, and the
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position is determined solely by the position of the point instance in the parent model. The
geometry of the model is shown in Figure 4.2a.

D
C
T

A

B

Figure 4.2. Geometry of the finite element model, with piezoelectric strip transducer shown in the insert , (a) Cosimulation models,(b) PFC Comb Transducer Design, (c) Six possible piezoelectric fiber orientations and electrode
locations for one element of a strip transducer.

For the child model, each transducer has piezoelectric (PZT-5H/Epoxy PFC) elements with
silver base and is in-filled with epoxy (Figure 4.2b shows a three strip comb transducer as an
example). The Abaqus Standard code is used in this model to apply a 2.0 volt 5-cycle Hanning
windowed tone-burst excitation on the piezoelectric elements through the electrodes. Both the A0
mode excited at 200 kHz and the S0 mode excited at 609 kHz are considered. Six piezoelectric
fiber orientations and electrode locations will be considered in this FEA model (Figure 4.2c). The
induced strain by the transducer is exchanged by a co-simulation interaction interface, which is
used to define the time increment processes and frequency of data exchange between the two
models. For the parent model, the traction free aluminum plate is freestanding, and the Abaqus
Explicit code is used to simulate wave propagation in this plate, while the loading condition is
input from the interaction interface. The sensor points A(4.5λ,0),B(9λ,0),C(9λ,9λ), D(13.5λ,13.5λ)
are set to investigate spatial variation of the wave propagation in the x-, y- and diagonal direction,
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and a special set point-T is defined on the edge of the co-simulation interface. We use this point-T
to test the exchange data on the interaction interface between the child and parent models, and
then verify the validity of the model.
For Co-simulation, two analysis jobs will be submitted together by creating Coexecution to identify these two jobs. Execution of Abaqus Standard and Explicit are synchronized
with one another using the same functionality as that used for executing a single analysis job. The
final result will be viewed by overlaying the results of these two models.

4.5.2 Comparison of Model Techniques between Abaqus Standard and Abaqus StandardExplicit Cosimulation.
The difference in co-simulation techniques as shown in Figure 4.3 is that the whole
model is divided to two or more sub-models, each model uses different analysis programs
(dynamic explicit or implicit) to obtain solutions and co-simulation interface region is defined in
both models, across which solution quantities are exchanged (the time incrementation process and
the frequency of exchange between the two analyses). More information is provided in the
“Technique details” in Section 4.5.3. Figure 4.4 shows the flow tree of Co-simulation and Abaqus
Standard model. In the traditional way (Figure 4.4a), these two sub-models of piezoelectric comb
transducer and aluminum plate are defined as parts and physically assembled together as one
whole model for executing a single job with the Abaqus implicit code. But in a co-simulation
model (Figure 4.4b), two analysis jobs will be submitted together by creating Co-execution to
identify these two jobs.
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(a) Co-simulation model tree

(b) Abaqus Implicit model tree

Figure 4.3. Comparison of model trees between Co-simulation and Abaqus Standard .

(a) The flow tree of Abaqus Standard model

(b) The flow tree of Abaqus co-simulation model

Figure 4.4
simulation

The flow trees of Co-simulation and Abaqus/Standard model. (a) Abaqus Standard, (b) Abaqus Co
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4.5.3 Technique Details for Abaqus Standard-Explicit Cosimulation
a. Create an Abaqus/Standard model and an Abaqus/Explicit model in a single
model database.
There are two models to be created in Abaqus/CAE. Once the analytical program is
given for each model, the Abaqus/Standard model cannot be edited. Their position is determined
solely by the position of the part instance in the Abaqus/Explicit model. Any changes to the
Abaqus/Explicit model are automatically updated.
b. In each model, create a co-simulation interaction to specify the interface region
and coupling schemes.

(a) Create Co-simulation

(b) Define coupling interaction in each model

Figure 4.5. Create Standard –Explicit co-simulation
interface

A Standard-Explicit co-simulation interaction is used to define the interface region and
coupling schemes for an Abaqus Standard-Explicit co-simulation as shown in Figure 4.5. A
Standard-Explicit co-simulation interaction can be created only in a general static, implicit
dynamic or explicit dynamic step. The interaction is valid only in the step in which it is created
and is not propagated to subsequent steps. Only one Standard-Explicit co-simulation interaction
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can be active in a model, and the time period in both of the Abaqus Standard and Abaqus Explicit
step must be the same. The convergence of the final results is influenced by the incremental
control and coupling step period, which is dependent on the actual application.
c. Ensure mesh compatibility on the interface regions.
Abaqus/Standard and Abaqus/Explicit require that the meshes used for the co-simulation
interface regions be topologically similar. The models must have a matching face or edge to
define the interface region. Because of differences in mesh densities, element topology, element
order, etc., this compatibility may be difficult to achieve. For example, suppose that you use
hexahedral elements to mesh the interface region in the Abaqus/Explicit model and you use
tetrahedral elements to mesh the interface region in the Abaqus/Standard model, you will not
have compatible meshes at the interface region. Figure 4.6 shows the mesh region in the
Standard-Explicit co-simulation interface. The position of the child model (piezo-element
Abaqus/Staandard model) is determined solely by the position of the part instance in the parent
model (aluminum plate Abaqus/Explicit model). A uniform mesh is recommended for this
compatibility in each node.

Figure 4.6 Mesh region of Standard-Explicit co-simulation interface

Another issue for mesh compatibility in co-simulation is that Abaqus co-simulation
requires the same element type between the co-simulation interfaces. This means that data
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exchanged by a co-simulation interaction interface must have the same degrees of freedom (DOF).
The element type in piezo-element has one more DOF of electric voltage than the 3D stress
element in aluminum plate between the co-simulation interfaces, so a silver electrode layer is
introduced here to avoid this mismatch as shown in Figure 4.7.

Figure 4.7. Element type compatibility

d. Create a co-execution to identify the two models involved and specify the job
parameters for each analysis.

Figure 4.8. Creating co-execution
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For Abaqus Standard-Explicit co-simulation, the Abaqus Standard analysis and the
Abaqus Explicit analysis are executed in synchronization with one another using the same
functionality as that used for executing a single analysis job. In the Job module, a co-execution as
shown in Figure 4.8 is created to identify the two analysis jobs involved in the co-simulation and
to specify job parameters for each analysis, the co-execution is submitted as both jobs for analysis.

4.6 Numerical Results for Guided Lamb Wave Excited by Surface-Bonded PFC Strips for
Fundamental Antisymmetric A0 and Symmetric S0 wave modes
The FEA results for excitation of the fundamental mode with a comb transducer having an
element spacing of 8.7 mm are presented in this section. Both the A0 mode excited at 200 kHz
and the S0 mode excited at 609 kHz are considered. The focus of this section is on the orientation
of the piezoelectric fibers, the poling direction, the location of the electrodes and the piezoelectric
fiber volume fraction. Results are presented for a comb transducer 0.25L long that has three
active elements. The strip transducer is intended to propagate Lamb wave transverse to its length
(y-direction), but the relatively short length is analyzed to enable assessment of wave propagation
in the y-direction (unintended) as well as the x-direction. Snapshots from animations show
contours of displacement magnitude on the plate top surface at the instant in time when the
primary wave packet has traveled 100 mm (approximately 11.5λ), based on the group velocity.
The desirable features of wave propagation from the strip transducer (a uniform plane wave
traveling in the x-direction with a large amplitude) can be assessed by the snapshots. Additionally,
the ratio of the maximum displacement magnitude to that for a bulk PZT transducer, UPFC/UPZT, is
calculated and shown for many of the simulations.

4.6.1 Co-simulation Verification
First, the validity of the co-simulation method needed to be verified. Two FEA models
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with displacement loading uz  5 nm acting on the top of the piezoelectric elements (bulk PZT5H）are initially considered. In these two models, the first one is executed by Abaqus Cosimulation code as mentioned before, and in the second one, the two parts of piezoelectric comb
transducer and aluminum plate are assembled and physically bonded together as a whole for
executing a single job with Abaqus/Explicit code. In this situation, the electric-mechanical
problem is degenerated to a pure mechanical problem, and the simulation results between these
two models can be compared.
Comparison of time signals at points T and B for these two models with displacement
loading are shown in Figure 4.9 for different number of comb elements, length of strips and
activation mode. First comparison is conducted for 1-piezoelectric strip length of 0.75L and
activation of the A0 mode at 200 kHz and S0 at 609 kHz as shown in Figure 4.9(a)~(c). Further
comparison is conducted for 3-piezoelectric strips length of 0.25L and activation of the A0 mode
as shown in Figure 4.9(d). The 5-cycle wave packets in Figure 4.9a indicate the feasibility of our
Abaqus Co-simulation code when compared with the simulation results from Abaqus Explicit
code. The influence of piezoelectric coefficients on the time signals is also considered in our
Abaqus Co-simulation model (blue line in Figure 4.9a and 4.9b, the simulation results correspond
with each other very well, and the wave packet arriving at point B at ~80 µs is a reflection from
the edge of plate. For high frequency in Figure 4.9c and multiple strips in Figure 4.9d, the signal
differences for Co-simulation and Explicit are probably due to the differences in the displacement
boundary conditions on the top surface of the plate. Additionally, the signals shown in Figure
4.9c and 4.9d suggest ringing in the transducer. This high frequency vibration could cause the
difference between the received signals and the 5-cycle Hanning windowed tone-burst excitation
signal, which demonstrates the importance of good transducer design.
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Figure 4.9. Comparison of time signals of displacement magnitude at points T and B.(a) Set point-T for A0 mode from
one strip transducer 0.75L long. (b) Set point-B for A0 mode from one strip transducer 0.75L long. (c) Set point-T for
S0 mode from one strip transducer 0.75L long. (d) Set point-B for A0 mode from three strip transducer 0.25L long.
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Figure 4.10. Time signals of displacement magnitude at points A and B for A0 mode excitation at 200 kHz from three
strips transducer 0.25L long.
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The time signals at points A and B are shown in Figure 4.10 for strip length of 0.25L and
A0 mode at 200 kHz by a 2.0 volt electric loading on the top and bottom of piezoelectric
elements (bulk PZT-5H) through the electrodes. The Hilbert transform [Giurgiutiu 2009] is used
here to process the time signals, and the group velocity is calculated as 2923 m/s, which
corresponds reasonably well with theoretical results 2801 m/s from the dispersion curve results
(Figure 2.3b).
y
(a) A0 mode

Max:1.932 nm

x

(b) S0 mode
Max:0.89 nm

Figure 4.11. Snapshots of displacement magnitude contours for Lamb waves generated from transducer with bulk PZT
elements, (a) A0 mode and (b) S0 mode.
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Contours of the magnitude of the displacement vector,

𝑢𝑥2 + 𝑢𝑦2 + 𝑢𝑧2 , are shown in

Figure 4.11 for central excitation frequencies of 200 kHz to excite the A0 mode and 609 kHz to
excite the S0 mode. These snapshots are taken at different instants in time because the group
velocities are different. Clearly the actuator generates waves that propagate in both positive and
negative x-directions. It is evident that the footprint of the A0 and S0 waves are different as
expected, because their wave structures are significantly different. Of course, plotting the
displacement magnitude enables the contribution of all displacement components to be visualized.
In the subsequent sections discussing PFC actuators, the results are normalized with respect to the
waves generated by a bulk PZT poled and activated by an electric field in the z-direction as
shown in Figure 4.11. Unlike bulk PZT, the PFC actuators can be flexible enough to conform to
curved substrates and the properties can be tailored to suit the application. Additionally, in some
cases it is possible to increase the amplitude of the wave a prescribed distance from the transducer
(relative to the bulk PZT transducer), which is the emphasis of the following sections.
The normalized displacement magnitude, UPFC/UPZT, is tabulated in Table 4.1 for the
instant in time when the primary wave group has traveled 100 mm based on group velocity.
Results from various fiber orientations (F), poling directions (P), and electric field directions (E)
are shown in the table. Although the comb transducer is intended to excite a single mode, other
modes may also be excited, so a 2D FFT was employed [Puthillath et al. 2009] to assess which
modes are actually present. The results are shown in Figure 4.12 for PFC transducers poled and
activated in the z-direction. It is clear that the A0 mode is excited quite well. Figure 4.12 also
shows that the piezoelectric fiber direction influences the modal excitability; through-thickness
fibers (Figure 4.12a) provide much better results than longitudinal fibers (Figure 4.12b).
In Table 4.1 UPFC/UPZT is tabulated for the A0 mode at a point located 100 mm from the
center of the transducer. The peak for the S0 excitation is not necessarily at the S0 wave group, so
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the maximum point between 55-100 mm is identified and normalized with respect to the PZT
actuator results at that same point. Table 4.1 shows that while the amplitude of the A0 mode
excited by a PFC actuator is always less than that from bulk PZT, the S0 mode amplitude exceeds
the bulk PZT for six cases investigated (the largest is UPFC/UPZT = 1.840). There are a number of
cases where the PFC actuators provide large amplitude responses that are worthy of further
investigation. Moreover, some of the other cases are discussed with respect to why the amplitudes
are low.

Table 4.1. Displacement magnitude ratio, UPFC/UPZT, for Lamb wave modes A0 and S0
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Figure 4.12. Phase velocity dispersion curves with contours of modal excitation overlaid for (a) through

thickness fiber PFC excited at 200 kHz (b) longitudinal fiber PFC excited at 200 kHz (c) through thickness
fiber PFC excited at 609 kHz (d) longitudinal fiber PFC excited at 609 kHz.

4.6.2 PFC Transducer with Through Thickness Fiber
The first fiber direction to investigate is through-the-thickness, which is a 1-3 composite.
Figure 4.13 shows the displacement contours for both A0 and S0 modes given poling and
activation in the z-direction. The amplitudes are relatively high for both modes. The normalized
amplitudes for the A0 and S0 modes are the highest and second highest, respectively, for their
modes (Table 4.1). The wave field generated by a PFC with through thickness fibers (Figure 4.13)
is similar to the wave field generated by bulk PZT-5H (Figure 4.10), because these two cases are
poled in the same direction. However, by comparison the wave signal, Figure 4.14 indicated a
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clean wave signal with less influence of ringing can be generated by optimal fiber orientation
design for PFC elements.

Figure 4.13. Snapshots of displacement magnitude contours for Lamb waves generated by through thickness PFC
elements poled and activated in the z-direction (a) A0 mode, (b) S0 mode.
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Figure 4.14. Comparison of time signal of point T results from finite element model with bulk PZT-5H material and
PZT-5H/Epoxy through thickness fiber at S0 mode 609 kHz.(a) bulk PZT-5H, (b) through thickness PFC

The influence of fiber volume fraction on the amplitude ratio for the S0 mode is shown in
Figure 4.15, where results are plotted for two distances from the transducer, 65 and 75 mm. The
normalized amplitude clearly decreases with distance from the transducer, the influence of the
fiber volume fraction is relatively minimal. The fiber volume fraction influence is small because
the d33 (and d31) coefficient does not change much for vp > 0.4 (see Figure 3.8b).
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Figure 4.15. Normalized amplitude for the S0 mode generated by through thickness PFC as a function of fiber volume
fraction.

Snapshots of the wave propagation for A0 and S0 modes with different poling directions
are shown in Figure 4.16 and 4.17, respectively. The electrodes are located on the top and bottom
and the pole direction is normal to the fiber. The corresponding time signal of point B shown in
Figure 4.16b indicates that when the pole direction is normal to the fiber direction, a clean wave
packet of A0 mode at 200 kHz with small influence of piezoelectric ringing is generated by PFC
elements with through-thickness fiber. It is evident that the ratio of UPFC/UPZT for S0 mode in
Figure 4.17 is greater than through-thickness PFC elements poled and activated in the same
direction (Figure 4.11b), because the PFC transducer with poling normal to the fiber direction is
based on the fact that the piezoelectric coefficients d15, d24 are greater than d33, d31, d32 in most
piezocramic materials. Simulation results also show that the poling direction also influences the
mode excitation. The basic idea is that the orientation of the fibers and poling direction will
influence the piezoelectric coupling, and ultimately the ultrasonic wave generation.
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Figure 4.16. Snapshots of displacement magnitude contours and time signal for Lamb wave A0 mode by through
thickness PFC elements poled in the x-direction and activated in the z-direction (a) A0 mode, (b) wave signal
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Figure 4.17. Snapshots of displacement magnitude contours and time signal for Lamb wave S0 mode by through
thickness PFC elements poled in the x-direction and activated in the z-direction (a) A0 mode, (b) wave signal

With respect to the electrode location, two representative models are given here. The
electrodes are located on the left and right side and the pole direction is aligned with the fiber
direction of PFC elements. Snapshots of displacement magnitude contours for Lamb wave A0
and S0 modes generated by piezoelectric strips with different electrode locations are shown in
Figure 4.18. Simulation results indicated that different wave fields are generated by these two
models with different electrode locations, and a clean wave packet with small influence of
piezoelectric ringing in Figure 4.18 (a) is generated by PFC elements with left and right side
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electrodes. Simulation results for the S0 mode shown in Figure 4.18(b) do not suggest the
improvement of the wave packet or that less ringing occurs. With respect to the electrode location,
a strong wave field is generated when electrodes are located on the top and bottom sides and
indicates the possibility of transducer design in this concept. This is because when a constant
voltage is applied, the electric field is smaller as the electrode spacing is increased.

(a) A0 mode

U PFC
 0.019
U PZT

P

4.35 mm

(b) S0 mode

U PFC
 0.090
U PZT

P
1 mm

Figure 4.18. Snapshots of displacement magnitude contours for Lamb waves S0 mode generated by piezoelectric strips
with different electrode location.
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4.6.3 PFC Transducer with Longitudinal Fiber
PFC transducers having longitudinal fibers embedded in an epoxy matrix are
commercially available (e.g., Advanced Cerametrics Inc, Lambertville, NJ). These transducers
are activated by interdigitated electrodes. The concept of Inter-digital electrodes is used to
achieve higher electric field alignment along the longitudinally oriented and poled PZT fibers. In
piezoceramics parlance, these PFCs achieve greater actuation energy density by exploiting the d33
performance of fibers versus the d31 actuation of monolithic piezoceramic materials. However,
the FEA results presented in this section do not include interdigitated electrodes.
The wave field snapshots for longitudinal PFC transducers poled and activated in the zdirection are shown in Figure 4.19 for both A0 and S0 excitation. The front of the wave packet
for the A0 mode shown in Figure 4.19a has three fairly distinct peaks that are preceded by a
faster moving wave, perhaps an S0 mode. There is also a low amplitude, but visible, wave
propagating in the y-direction. The S0 mode shown in Figure 4.19b appears to be more planar,
but the amplitude is lower than a subsequent mode (perhaps the A0 mode) that is still being
generated at the instant of the snapshot. No energy appears to propagate in the y-direction.

Figure 4.19. Snapshots of displacement magnitude contours for Lamb waves generated by a PFC transducer with
longitudinal fibers poled and activated in the z-direction, (a) A0 mode and (b) S0 mode.
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Figure 4.20 shows analogous results to Figure 4.19 except that the electric field is applied
in the x-direction through electrodes located on the sides of the elements rather than the top and
bottom. The waveforms for the A0 modes are extremely similar, but the amplitudes differ by a
factor of 10 because the side mounted electrodes are 4.35 times further apart than the top and
bottom electrodes, and same voltage was applied. The waveforms for the S0 mode are similar, but
the side mounted electrodes produce an even more uniform wavefront and the amplitude is
reduced by only a factor of 4.

Figure 4.20. Snapshots of displacement magnitude contours for Lamb waves generated by a PFC transducer with
longitudinal fibers poled in the z-direction and activated in the x-direction, (a) A0 mode and (b) S0 mode.

In Figure 4.19 activation is dominated by the d33 coefficient, while in Figure 4.20, since the
electric field is normal to the poling direction, activation is dominated by the d 15 coefficient,
which is the largest coupling coefficient. Unfortunately, with the distance between side electrodes
being so large (due to the prescribed wavelength) that the activation is rather weak. Figure 4.21
also shows a shear activated response since the transducer elements are poled in the x-direction
and the electric field is applied in the z-direction, but the S0 mode amplitude is significantly
larger (UPFC/UPZT = 0.568) because the electrodes are closer together. The S0 response however,
is highly sensitive to the fiber volume fraction as shown in Figure 4.22 for the normalized
maximum amplitude. The amplitude decreases quite rapidly with fiber volume fraction until vp~
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0.65, below which it stabilizes.

Figure 4.21. Snapshots of displacement magnitude contours for Lamb waves generated by PFC transducer with
longitudinal fibers poled in the x-direction and activated in the z-direction, (a) A0 mode (b) S0 mode.

Figure 4.22. Ratio of maximum displacement amplitudes and the ratio of d15 as a function of fiber volume fraction for
S0 mode actuated by PFC with longitudinal fibers poled in the x-direction and activated in the z-direction.

4.6.4 PFC Transducer with Transverse Fiber
Lamb waves generated from a transducer having PFC elements with fibers oriented in
the transverse (x-direction) are shown in Figure 4.23. Both A0 and S0 mode actuation are shown.
The PFC elements are poled and activated in the z-direction. The normalized amplitudes are
relatively strong for both modes, with the S0 mode normalized amplitude greater than 1 for a
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travel distance of 69 mm (see Table 4.1).

Figure 4.23. Snapshots of displacement magnitude contours for Lamb waves generated by transverse PFC transducer
poled and activated in the z-direction (a) A0 mode, (b) S0 mode.

A snapshot of wave propagation for the A0 mode excited at 200 kHz is shown in Figure
4.24. The electrodes are located on the top and bottom and the pole direction is aligned with the
fiber direction. A clean wave packet with small influence of ringing from PFC elements with
transverse fiber is shown in Figure 4.24(a), and the corresponding time signal of point B is shown
in Figure 4.24(b). The clear distinguished excitation signals and received signals as shown for
this case will aid sensor design. The amplitude of the generated wave is clearly important for
actuator design. The use of a PFC reduces the amplitude of the generated wave relative to a bulk
piezoelectric actuator. However, the improved durability/handle-ability of PFC may make this
tradeoff acceptable.
Figure 4.25 presents the wave propagation for the S0 mode excited at 609 kHz. The
transducer design is the same as mentioned in Figure 4.24. Snapshots indicate a planar wave is
excited in this case, and a strong wave amplitude ratio is obtained as expected, because the poling
is normal to the electric field and shear mode (d15) is excited in piezoelectric elements. The
transducer ringing influence and multiple modes excited at this higher frequency (609 kHz)
vibration are more obvious than the A0 mode as shown in Figure 4.24.
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Figure 4.24. Snapshots of displacement magnitude contours for Lamb waves A0 mode generated by transverse PFC
transducer poled in the x-direction and activated in the z-direction (a) A0 mode, (b) wave signal.
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Figure 4.25. Snapshots of displacement magnitude contours for Lamb waves S0 mode generated by transverse PFC
transducer poled in the x-direction and activated in the z-direction.

4.7 Results from Stacked Electrode Design
The penetration power of the transducer elements can be improved by using stacked PFCs,
which can be achieved by inserting an electrode at the mid-plane of the PFC element as shown in
Figure 4.26. This idea can generate strong wave field and compensate for the limitation of high
fiber volume fraction is presented in Figure 4.22. Our design of longitudinal PFC transducer
sandwiched by top and bottom electrode (Figure.4.26a) will be staged by multiple electrodes as
shown in Figure 4.26b. The higher achieved electric field normal to the longitudinally oriented
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PZT fibers and transverse poling direction will help to greater actuation energy density by
exploiting the d15 performance of fibers.

Figure 4.26 Schematic of PFC element with longitudinal fibers actuated in shear by poling in x-direction and electric
field in z-direction, (a) normal and (b) stacked element.

The displacement magnitude contours are shown in Figure 4.27 for this stacked PFC
transducer. The wave front is relatively uniform in the x-direction, but for A0 excitation there is a
visible wave propagating in the y-direction, as is often the case. Stacked PFC elements can also
be activated primarily through the d33 coupling coefficient as shown in Figure 4.28 for an electric
field in the z-direction. The maximum amplitude of the A0 mode is more than twice that of a
transducer poled in the x-direction (2.27 nm compared to 0.93 nm), while that for the S0 mode is
only 1.07 nm, compared to 2.96 nm if the transducer was poled in the x-direction (see Figure
4.25).

Figure 4.27. Snapshots of displacement magnitude contours for Lamb waves generated by stacked longitudinal PFC
elements poled in x-direction and activated in z-direction, (a) A0 mode, (b) S0 mode.
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Figure 4.28. Snapshots of displacement magnitude contours for Lamb waves generated by stacked PZT elements with
longitudinal fibers poled and activated in the z-direction (a) A0 mode, (b) S0 mode.

4.8 Summary
The following has been achieved in this chapter
1. A co-simulation model of the 3D wave propagation from PFC transducers to aluminum
plate has been implemented with finite element analysis (FEA) using ABAQUS. This
enables modeling of transducer design for ultrasonic guided wave propagation studies.
2. Planar Lamb wave excitation using surface bonded piezoelectric strips to function as
comb transducers is investigated numerically for both the fundamental symmetric S0
and the antisymmetric A0 wave modes.
3. The amplitude of the Lamb wave at a prescribed distance from the transducer is
evaluated to characterize the effectiveness of the composite comb transducer.
Furthermore, results show that there are a number of cases where composite actuators
provide a large amplitude response.
4. After considering piezoelectric fiber direction, poling direction, and electric field
direction, it appears that fiber, polarization, and activation electric fields through the
thickness of the transducers represent the optimal design.
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5. For the optimal case (identified in 4), the amplitude ratios of composite transducer to
bulk PZT transducer are 0.74 and 1.48 for the A0 and S0 modes, respectively. These
ratios are somewhat, but not strongly, sensitive to the fiber volume fraction.

Chapter 5
PLANAR LAMB WAVE INTERACTION WITH DEFECTS
5.1 Introduction
Structural health monitoring (SHM) of plate structures with ultrasonic guided waves
provides a promising method to monitor large areas for defects. This chapter is focused on
exciting Lamb waves that interact with damage such as corrosion and fatigue cracks in aluminum
plate. One envisioned application of the strip transducers is as part of a transducer grid. One strip
actuates at a time and all strips in the grid receive the wave signals. Finite element analysis (FEA)
is used to simulate wave propagation by employing the ABAQUS Explicit code. Wave
propagation experiments are also included. Measurement of the wave field is realized using a
laser scanning vibrometer. First, wave propagation in a pristine specimen was investigated.
Second, artificial damage in the form of slots, notches and surface material removal was
introduced to the specimen. Finally, wave interaction with damage was visualized and compared
with FEA animation.

5.2 FE for Modeling Wave Propagation in Infinite Domains
In finite element simulations the size of the modeled domain is limited, making it
necessary to introduce boundaries that do not exist in the real structure. Reflections from these
boundaries are an artifact of the model and are undesirable. Attention has to be towards avoiding
reflections introduced from these artificial plate boundary conditions. This kind of boundary
requires special treatment in order to get the correct behavior of sound wave interaction with a
defect that is not corrupted by model edge reflections.
The FE method also provides special elements to simulate infinite domains. ABAQUS
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provides “infinite elements” with built-in damping for longitudinal and shear waves [ABAQUS
2006] to affect damping along a single direction. These elements, defined as special regions at the
ends of the model, help to provide quiet boundaries for waves impinging orthogonally on this
boundary. However, since the guided wave propagation especially in this 3D problem involves
displacement components in all three coordinate directions, the infinite elements do not
completely avoid the boundary reflections. This method requires the following:
(i)

The node numbering for infinite elements must be defined such that the first face
is the face that is connected to the finite element part of the mesh.

(ii)

The infinite element nodes that are not the part of the first face are treated
differently in explicit dynamic analysis than in other procedures. These nodes are
located away from the finite element mesh in the infinite direction. The location
of these nodes is not meaningful, but these outer nodes are important in the
element definition.

5.3 Viscous Surface Pressure to Damp out Dynamic Effects
Abaqus provides “Rayleigh” damping for models without dissipation sources. It provides a
conventional abstraction to damp low (mass-dependent) and higher (stiffness-dependent)
frequency range behavior. Recently researchers have suggested the use of absorbing regions
defined using physical material damping parameters attached to the model geometry such that the
wave attenuates within the absorbing region [Drozdz et al. 2006; Castaings et al. 2004]. However,
the stability limit for the explicit procedure is given in terms of the highest frequency of the
system as (with damping)
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where,  i  R  R , i represent critical damping, mass proportional Rayleigh damping, stiffness
proportional Rayleigh damping and the natural frequency of ith mode. The use of stiffness
proportional material damping will reduce the stable time increment dramatically and can lead to
longer analysis times without promising a total elimination of the boundary reflections as Drozdz
et al. stated [Drozdz et al. 2006].
Another promising method to absorb energy in Abaqus is viscous surface pressure.
Viscous pressure loading is most commonly applied in structural problems to damp out dynamic
effects. Viscous surface pressure loads are defined by

p  cv ( v-v ref )  n

(5.2)

where p is the pressure applied to the body, cv =ρcd is the viscosity, given as the magnitude of the
load, and cd is the value of the dilatational wave speed. v is the velocity of the point on the surface
where the pressure is being applied. Vref is the velocity of reference node, and n is the unit
outward normal to the element at the same point. The benefits of applying viscous pressure are:
(i)

Stable and time efficient. Unlike Rayleigh damping which is directly related to
the time increment as shown in Equation 5.1, viscous pressure is defined as a
boundary condition with viscosity relative to the wave speed. This technique
avoids changing the material response, so the highest frequency of the model
will not continuously change, which consequently preserves the stability limit.

(ii)

An easy implementation option. Infinite elements have been successfully used to
avoid wave reflection in 2D problem. However, the special requirement of the
nodes in infinite elements makes it very hard to implement in 3D problems.
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Additionally, more infinite elements are needed to damp the energy reflection in
through-thickness directions. But viscous pressure could be a good option for
this consideration.

5.4 FE Modeling to Simulate 3D Wave Interaction
The 2 mm thick by 457 mm square aluminum plates on which laboratory experiments
were conducted are modeled with finite element analysis of the entire plate. The length of the
comb transducer is b= 235 mm (~27 wavelengths). The model geometry is shown in Figure 5.1.
A 5-cycle Hanning windowed tone-burst pressure loading is applied at the comb transducer
location (denoted by light pink arrows). The spacing of the five elements indicates the
wavelength of generated wave. Multiple defects are considered: 50 mm long through-thickness
crack, simulated corrosion (material loss: spherical sector with 12.5 mm radius and maximum
depth of 0.5 mm, ellipsoidal sector with axes 12.5 mm and 25 mm and maximum depth of 0.5
mm), and a 3.2 mm radius hole. Only one defect exists in each model, and it is located inside four
sensor strips. The geometry of these defects is identical to specimens used for experiments
described subsequently. The sensor strips are merely node sets where displacements are acquired.
Three sensor lines (strips 1, 2, and 3) that are the same length as the comb actuator are used to
investigate spatial variation of the wave propagation. Sensor strip 4 is used to acquire the
reflected wave from the defect in the pulse-echo mode. 64 discrete points are defined along each
line to acquire the displacement data. These signals are analyzed using the MATLAB code.
The actuator generates left-traveling as well as right-traveling waves, and due to the finite
Sensor Strip-4

size of the FEA domain, the left-traveling wave would reflect off the end wall. This is undesirable
because it would complicate the wave interactions within the sensor strips. Thus, infinite
elements and viscous surface pressures were used to absorb the left-traveling wave. One
absorbing section is created on the left edge of the plate, as illustrated in Figure 5.1b. In the
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absorbing section, infinite elements are added on the edge of the plate to simulate infinite
boundary condition, and a viscous surface pressure is applied on the top and bottom surfaces of
the plate to absorb wave energy. The capability of the boundary conditions used in the absorbing
section is verified by the results shown in Figure 5.2. Clearly the infinite elements by themselves
absorb a reasonable amount of energy, as does the viscous pressure by itself, but combined they
nearly eliminate the edge reflection. 3D effects are probably the reason why the infinite elements
alone only absorb 70- 80% of the energy.

Sensor Strip-4

Figure 5.1. Geometry of the finite element model
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Figure 5.2. Effect of special boundary conditions on absorption of the unwanted left-traveling wave.
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For the absorption boundary condition, Figure 5.3 shows serveral designs that were
considered as possibilites to damp out the unwanted left-travelling wave. Boundary using infinite
element only (edge, top and bottom as shown Figure 5.3a) could be the most straight forward way.
But the problem is that more manual input and special treatment of the infinite direction make it
uneasy tedious manual job for 3D modeling. A creative idea could be using viscous surface
pressure (edge, top and bottom as shown Figure 5.3b) directly. By using this idea, the model can
be modeled directly on Abaqus CAE, no manual work needed to edit the .inp files and no
additional element numbers are required. The final design as shown in Figure 5.3c is what we
used in the FEA modeling by combination using viscous pressure (top and bottom) and infinite
element (edge).

(a) Boundary using infinite element (edge, top and bottom)

(b) Boundary using viscous pressure
(edge, top and bottom)

Area for Infinite element
Area for host structure
(c) Boundary using viscous pressure (top and bottom)
and infinite element (edge)

Viscous surface pressure

Figure 5.3. Boundary condition design for absorption of the unwanted left-traveling wave. (a) Bonudary using infinite
element (edge, top and bottom), (b) Boundary using viscous pressure (edge, top and bottom), (c) Boundary using
viscous pressure (top and bottom) and infinite element (edge)

The comparison of these absorbing boundary condition designs is shown in Figure 5.4 as
snapshots of the displacement magnitude contours on the top surface for the A0 Lamb wave
mode at 200 kHz. From the FEA simulation results shown in Figure 5.4a, the edge of infinite
elements located on the top and bottom side will create a small reflection of wave energy, which
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indicates the drawback of this design. On the other sides, no energy is reflected in the other two
designs shown in Figure 5.4b and 5.4c when viscous pressure is applied on the top, bottom and
side, which indicates the advantage of viscous pressure in 3D modeling for damping out energy.
Simulation results also indicated viscous pressure could be a substitute way to replace the
function of infinite elements. Figure 5.5 shows the wave signal detected from the sensing point
located on the middle of strip-2, the results are in agreement with the snapshots shown in Figure
5.5 and demonstrate the feasibility of viscous surface pressure.
Area for viscous pressure
（top and edge）

Area for Infinite element
（top and edge）

reflection

(a)

Right-travel wave

(b)

Right-travel wave

Right-travel wave

(c)

Figure 5.4 The comparison of these absorbing boundary condition design: (a) Boundary using infinite element (edge,
top and bottom), (b) Boundary using viscous pressure (edge, top and bottom), (c) Boundary using viscous pressure (top
and bottom) and infinite element (edge)
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Figure 5.5 The comparison of absorbing boundary condition design

5.5 Result from Damage Detection
5.5.1 Wave Interaction with Defect Using FEA Simulation
FEA simulation results are shown in Figure 5.6 as snapshots of the displacement magnitude
contours on the top surface for the A0 Lamb wave mode at 200 kHz. A 5-cycle tone-burst signal
is excited and propagates as a planar Lamb wave in Figure 5.6a. The beam spreading angle is 7
degrees. No energy is reflected from the left edge of the plate, which indicates the functionality of
the viscous surface pressure and the infinite elements. For the damage modes in Figures 5.6b-d,
the energy distribution in the beam spreading becomes non-uniform. As expected, a crack parallel
to the actuator strip causes a significant reflection and a shadow region beyond the crack (Figure
5.6b). The corrosion defect in Figure 5.6c is an ellipse in plan view and has a maximum depth of
0.5 mm (25% of plate thickness). This defect does not cause significant reflection or scattering,
but it does break down the uniformity of the transmitted energy. The 3.2 mm radius hole in
Figure 5.6d causes diffraction, but does not visibly affect the transmitted energy (recall that the
A0 mode wavelength is 8.7 mm).
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The time-based displacement magnitude signals acquired along the sensor strips located on
the right side (strip 2) and left side (strip 4) of the defected region are shown in Figure 5.7 for
crack, corrosion, and a hole. The results shown are from the same analyses shown in Figure 5.6
and normalized with the maximum displacement magnitude (1.08 nm). The reflection from the
crack and reduced transmission are clearly evident in Figure 5.7a. Figures 5.7b and 5.7c illustrate
similar wave interactions as shown in Figures 5.6c and 5.6d respectively, but from a different
perspective.

x

y

Figure 5.6. Snapshots of displacement magnitude contours for Lamb wave A0 mode interaction with different
damage modes. (a) No defect, (b) Fatigue crack, (c) Ellipse corrosion, (d) Fastener hole.
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Figure 5.7. Frames present sensor strip-2 and sensor strip-4 for Lamb wave A0 mode interaction with different damage
modes. (a) Fatigue crack 50 mm x 2 mm, (b) Ellipse corrosion 50 mm x 25 mm x 0.5 mm, (c) Fastener hole 6.35 mm
diameter.

If a strip sensor was an individual transducer, rather than loci of points, the signal that it would
indicate is the integral of the displacements along the length of the strip at a fixed time. These
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signals are shown in Figures 5.8a and 5.8b for sensor strips 2 and 4 respectively. All four
conditions are shown: no defect, crack, corrosion, and hole.
Figure 5.9 shows the results from sensor strip-1 (top) and sensor strip-3 (bottom) for
Lamb wave A0 mode interaction with a fastener hole. The diagonal line denotes the wave beam
scanning along the length of the strip transducer as a function of time. The circular wave resulted
from the wave diffraction through the fastener hole. This circular wave can be identified by
sensor strip-1 and strip-3.

Figure 5.8. The integral of the displacements along the length of the strip with respect to different damage mode (a)
sensor strip-2 (b) sensor strip-4.

Figure 5.9. Frames present sensor strip-1 (left) and sensor strip-3 (right) for Lamb wave A0 mode interaction with
fastener hole.
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5.5.2 Beam Scattering from Defects Using Laser Doppler Vibrometer
The interaction of Lamb waves from PFC actuators with defects in plates is investigated
by actuating a defected plate with a comb strip transducer and scanning the wave field with a
laser vibrometer. Four square (457 mm x 457 mm) aluminum alloy 6061-T6 plates 2 mm thick
are tested. As shown in Figure 5.10, PL-1 has a 50 mm long through-crack (open slot), PL- 2 has
a simulated corrosion spot where an elliptical region 50 mm x 25 mm was ground out to a
maximum depth of 0.5 mm at the center, similarly PL-3 has a ground out circular region 25 mm
in diameter with a maximum depth of 0.5 mm, and PL-4 has a 3.2 mm radius hole.

Figure 5.10. Photos of Test Plate (a) PL-1 with 50 mm x 2 mm deep crack defect, (b) PL-2 with 50 mm x 25 mm x 0.5
mm deep ellipse defect, (c) PL-3 with 25 mm x 25 mm x 0.5 mm deep circle defect, (d) PL-4 with 6.35mm fastener
hole.

Flexible PFC strips having longitudinal fibers that are poled and activated in the
longitudinal direction by interdigitated electrodes and rigid PFC strips having fibers through the
thickness that are poled and activated by electrodes on the top and bottom surfaces are shown in
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Figure 5.11. Both flexible and rigid PFCs were manufactured by Advanced Cerametrics Inc. to
function as energy harvesters. The flexible PFC length is 140 mm (but some are cut to be shorter),
and the width and thickness are 13 mm and 1 mm respectively. The rigid PFC length is 75 mm,
width is 10 mm, and thickness is 5 mm. Shear couplant is used between the transducer and the
plate in all experiments to facilitate the transmission of sound energy between the transducer and
the test piece. Unlike using an adhesive, the couplant enables the transducers to be reused on
multiple plates. A high damping layer is added to the top of each flexible PFC strip to reduce
transducer ringing and to protect the transducer from damage due to the normal force (dead
weight or clamp) used to hold the transducer in place.
Experiments were conducted at the Air Force Research Laboratory at Wright Patterson
Air Force Base with a Polytec laser Doppler vibrometer mounted on an Aerotech xy scanner (by
Shawn Getty). The PFC strips are used to actuate a wave field that is then imaged by the scanning
vibrometer. The size of the scanned wave field is variable, but here only a 100 mm by 100 mm
domain directly in front of the strip actuator is reported. Grid points in the scanned domain are
spaced 1 mm apart. A comb transducer was formed by mounting three transducer strips parallel to
one another. The spacing between strips was equal to the width of the strip. The activation
frequencies were selected by performing a frequency sweep and identifying sweet spots where
the vibration measured by the laser vibrometer was large relative to other frequencies. The rigid
PFC strips provided better actuation than did the flexible PFC strips. A 5-cycle sine wave
toneburst signal at excitation frequencies of 84 and 183 kHz provided the best signals. It is
important to recognize that the laser vibrometer senses only out of plane vibration. Thus, Lamb
wave modes not having a significant out of plane displacement component at the surface of plate
may not be detected. Data were acquired at a 10 MHz frequency and 15 signals were averaged
together.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5.11. PFC actuators (a) flexible strips with longitudinal fibers and IDEs and (b) rigid strips with through-thickness
fibers and electrodes on top and bottom.

5.5.2.1 Wave Field Measurement
A typical signal received by the vibrometer from the rigid PFC comb transducer is shown
in Figure 5.12. Acquired signals were exported to a text file and later imported into MATLAB for
further analysis. A special process in MATLAB was created that imports the signals and produces
a temporal animation of wave propagation, the code is provided in the appendix A. Snapshots
from the wave propagation animations for excitation frequencies of 84 and 183 kHz are shown in
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 for a plate with no defects. Recall that the 75 mm long transducer is located
on the left side of the scanned area, which is shown in the figures. The wavefronts are planar at
midwidth, but as expected they exhibit some curvature at the ends of the transducer. The variation
in amplitude along a wavefront is fairly minimal, and what is there is probably due to variation in
either the couplant or the clamping force, which could be circumvented by adhesively bonding

Amplitude (dB)

the transducer to the plate.

Time (s)
Figure 5.12: A sample waveform at the center of a plate given a 183 kHz excitation from a rigid PFC comb
transducer.
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In order to determine which modes were actually excited by the comb transducer a 2D Fourier
transform (in the wave propagation direction and time) was applied to the displacement data
acquired from equally spaced points scanned by the laser vibrometer. The results for both
excitation frequencies (84 and 183 kHz) are overlaid upon the phase velocity dispersion curves in
Figure 5.15. According to the results, the A0 mode is not well excited at 84 kHz as expected,
rather the S0 mode is excited. Further study is needed to explain this result. Notice that 183 kHz,
for this activation line, does not excite a dispersion curve, and therefore is not a frequency that
would have been selected based on these analytical tools. However, it does excite both the A0 and
S0 modes. Excitation frequencies were selected for the experiments from strong signals (sweet
spots) received during a frequency sweep.
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Figure 5.13. Snapshots of wave propagation in a defect free plate from a rigid PFC comb transducer at 84 kHz.
Length and width are given in mm.
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Figure 5.14. Snapshots of wave propagation in a defect free plate from a rigid PFC comb transducer at 183 kHz. Length and width
are given in mm.
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Figure 5.15. Modal excitability obtained by Fourier transform of scanning vibrometer results overlaid on phase velocity
dispersion curves, (a) 84 kHz, (b) 183 kHz.
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5.5.2.2 Wave Interaction with Defects
The goal of this section is to characterize the wave field and interaction of guided waves
with damage using the laser vibrometer. The test plates (PL-1 to PL-4) are shown in the previous
section, and the damage modes are located in the center of the scanning area. The sample
received waveform in Figure 5.16 is from a point between the actuator and the crack, and it
shows an incident wave followed by a wave reflected from a through-crack. Figure 5.17 shows
the results of receiving 1000 waveforms for each damaged plate. It is well known that an open
through-crack will create a substantial reflection for a wave traveling normal to the crack,
creating a shadow behind the crack; this is shown in Figure 5.17a. Simulated corrosion increasing
in depth from 0 at its perimeter to 0.5 mm at the center and having circular and elliptical
perimeters are the defects that the Lamb waves interact with in Figures 5.17b and 5.17c. The
maximum corrosion depth is only 25% of the plate thickness and yet there is significant distortion
of the wavefront and diffraction. Even though the diameter of the hole (6.4 mm) is smaller than
the wavelength of the Lamb wave (20 mm), it causes diffraction as shown in Figure 5.17d. The
Lamb wave interactions shown in Figure 5.17 are in good qualitative agreement with the finite
element simulations shown in Figure 5.6. Both reflection energy and shadow region are clearly
identified when wave interacted with a crack defect in Figure 5.17a. Corrosion defect as shown in
Figure 5.17b and 5.17c distorted the wave front and does not causes reflection. A 3.2 mm radius
hole is hard to be identified in both finite element results and experimental test.

t
=715

t
=915

t
=1145

Figure 5.16: An example of measured signal part corresponding to the reflection from the notch
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Figure 5.17. Snapshots of waves interacting with defects for an excitation frequency of 183 kHz taken at 715, 915, and
1145 us. The actuator (rigid PFC comb transducer) is located to the left of the region scanned by the laser vibrometer.
The width and length of the scanned domain are in mm.

5.7 Summary
Piezoelectric fiber composite comb transducers that are strips can be surface mounted on
plate and shell structures for structural health monitoring. The transducers can both send and
receive Lamb waves, which interact with damage such as fatigue cracks and corrosion to enable
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condition monitoring. Analysis by finite element simulation indicates that the planar Lamb wave
generated by a finite length strip transducer spreads at an angle of 7 degrees. The shadow region
behind a through-crack decreases at the same angle at which the plane wave spreads. In
performing the finite element simulations of transient wave propagation it was found that a
combination of infinite elements and application of viscous tractions on the top and bottom
surfaces of adjacent elements is very effective at absorbing edge reflections. The results from the
finite element analyses were qualitatively confirmed by experiments making use of a scanning
laser Doppler vibrometer to construct wave fields. A rigid PFC comb transducer 75 mm long,
having fibers, polarization, and activation in the thickness direction was capable of exciting
strong Lamb waves in a 2 mm plate. Both experiments and finite element simulations indicate
that localized loss of material, such as by corrosion, of 25% (or less) of the plate thickness
distorts the planar Lamb wave and causes diffraction. This knowledge can be used to design an
effective SHM system.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
6.1 Summary
Ultrasonic guided wave techniques have great promise for SHM by using surfaced-bonded
piezoelectric transducers. Their capability to inspect large areas of a structure can reduce the
inspection time considerably. Furthermore, the characteristics provided by the large number of
wave modes that can exist in a structure can be optimally utilized to both detect and classify
different kinds of defects in a structure.
Piezoelectric transducer strips generate planar crested Lamb waves to fully cover the
plates and reduce the wiring requirement for the transducer system. In addition, each strip
comprised by multiple piezoelectric elements functions as a comb transducer and has better mode
control for guided wave excitation, relative to the popular piezoelectric disk transducers.
For optimal performance, piezoelectric fiber composites (PFCs) are investigated for the
piezoelectric elements. PFCs have a large potential in the area of transducer design for SHM
because of their excellent tailorable properties and structural integrity. Matrix and ceramic
combinations, volume fraction, fiber orientation, poling direction and electrode location all
contribute to the tailorability of the transducer. The knowledge gained from the investigation of
the wave field profile and wave beam spreading make it possible to implement them in an
alternative way to the bulk piezoceramic transducers. Also, piezocomposite properties were
estimated through micromechanical modeling for input to finite element analysis (FEA) of Lamb
wave generation and propagation. This multi-physics problem (mechanical-piezoelectric) cannot
be done only by using the ABAQUS Explicit code, development of co-simulation technique for
transducer design in SHM enabled of effective and accurate simulation by using finite element
analysis in ABAQUS.

Furthermore, some experiments were used to demonstrate the
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improvement of the dominant mode with respect to the other modes as the multiple elements are
used rather than single element.
Wave propagation experiments of Lamb wave propagation in an aluminum plate with
artificial damage as crack, notches and corrosion help develop a strategy to evaluate the ensitivity
of transducer grid to the damage. Measurement of the wave field is realized using laser scanning
vibrometer. The grid was designed to receive the wave scattering and wave diffraction from the
damage and to provide the relation between damage and the measure variables (intergral of
displacement from the strips). Finally, wave interaction with damage was visualized and
compared with FEA animation.
The viscous surface pressure was applied to avoid reflection introduced in plate boundary
condition in ABAQUS. The magnitude of this pressure was calculated and defined as a boundary
condition as viscosity relative to the wave speed. This technique avoids changing the material
response, which consequently preserves the stability limit. Furthermore, this technique is easy to
implement in ABAQUS CAE, it could be an alternative option for infinite elements in 3D models.

6.2 Conclusions
The research has led to the following technically significant conclusions:
1. Planar Lamb wave excitation using surface bonded piezoelectric strips to function
as comb transducers was investigated numerically for both the fundamental
symmetric S0 and the antisymmetric A0 wave modes. It appears that fiber,
polarization, and activation electric fields through the thickness of the transducers
represent the optimal design.
2. For fiber, polarization and electric field through the thickness, the amplitude ratios
of composite transducer to bulk PZT transducer are 0.74 and 1.48 for the A0 and S0
modes, respectively. These ratios are somewhat, but not strongly, sensitive to the
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fiber volume fraction.
3. The results from the finite element analyses were qualitatively confirmed by
experiments making use of a scanning laser Doppler vibrometer to construct wave
fields. Both experiments and finite element simulations indicate that an open
through-crack will create a substantial reflection for a wave traveling normal to the
crack, creating a shadow behind the crack; localized loss of material, such as by
corrosion, of 25% (or less) of the plate thickness distorts the planar Lamb wave and
causes diffraction. This knowledge can be used to design an effective SHM system.
4. Finite element co-simulation of 3D wave propagation provided an effective tool for
mechanical-piezoelectric analysis of transducer design for ultrasonic guided wave
generation, which cannot be performed with the Abaqus Explicit code.
5. The comparison of absorbing boundary conditions indicates viscous surface
pressure has the same function as infinite elements for damping out wave energy. It
could be used as a substitude way to replace the function of infinite elements in 3D
model.
6.

Both theoretical results and experiments demonstrated the maximum magnitude of
radio frequency signal is obtained when the element width is equal to half of a
wavelength, and the improvement of the dominant mode with respect to the other
modes as the multiple elements are used rather than single element.

The contributions of this thesis include:
1. It represents the first research of strip transducers to generate planar ultrasonic guided
waves for SHM of plate-like structures.
2. It investigates the use of strip transducers to fully cover the plate or shell structure with
planar waves and to reduce the wiring requirement for the transducer system, relative to the
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popular disks that generate circular crested waves.
3.

It evaluates piezoelectric fiber composites (PFCs) as the active elements of the comb type
transducers, thereby PFCs can be tuned to excite a particular wavelength and achieve
guided wave mode selection.

4. It employed a multi-physics transicent dynamics co-simulation finite element analysis to
design a piezoelectric fiber composite ultrasonic transducer.
5. It provides a means to overcome the weak structural integrity of conventional piezoelectric
ceramic devices

6.3 Future Work
This study provides many opportunities for future work. First, it is worth exploring a
multi-channel time delay system for the comb transducer for wave mode control. To implement
mode tuning of this comb type transducer, different time delay values could be applied to the
elements of the transducer. This enables other wave modes to be excited without changing the
element spacing of the comb transducer. This technique can be used to improve the damage
sensitiviy by mode and frequency control. Moveover, because the generated modes do not fall on
a straight activation line any more, there are two different modes excited in two opposite
directions. The multiple modes by this time delay system may complicate the wave signal
analysis for the diagnostic information about damage. One approach is to adjust the delay time in
one direction such that phase velocity and frequency ratio change to the cutoff frequency in
dispersion curve. On the other side, the activation line in the other direction will excite a single
mode.
Results show that there are a number of cases where composite actuators provide a large
amplitude response. It is worth while to demonstrate this design experimentally. These results
could provide a new application of PFCs in wave mechanics. Furthermore, future work should
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focus on the sensitivity of these transducers to the damage. It can be approached by two paths.
One is to adjust the size of the defect as a function of the strip length. The other is to consider the
location of the strips as a function of distance to the defect. This work could be conducted by
FEM modeling at first and then move to the experimental verification.
Finally, many engineering structures incorporate composite materials in their design.
The transducers designed in this work could be applied to composite laminates. Its use for SHM
in composites requires an understanding of the penetration power, skew, and scattering from
defects as a function of the wave propagation direction.
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APPENDIX A
Matlab Code for Laser Vibrometer Experiment
The following Matlab code is used for creating animation of Lamb waves interaction with crack
from laser vibrometer experiment data.
cd 'G:\W.P.A.F.B\July 15\7_15_SL90_slot1_3strip_183kHz_200x200\Movie\'; % data directory
for k=1:1:1
for iter =5:10:2675 % data spacing as a function of increment of 5us
fig=figure;
wav=load(strcat('G:\W.P.A.F.B\July15\7_15_SL90_slot1_3strip_183kHz_200x200\Movie\',
num2str(iter),'.txt')); % load data
imagesc(wav);
% creat frame at each time
caxis([-3 10]);
% color axis
h((iter-5)/10+1)=getframe;
set(gca,'YDir','normal')
title(['Wave Field at ' num2str(iter) ' seconds Away'])
xlabel('Length','FontSize',12);
ylabel('Width','FontSize',12);
if k==1
saveas(fig,strcat('G:\W.P.A.F.B\July15\7_15_SL90_slot1_3strip_183kHz_200x200\Movie\
animton\',num2str(iter)),'png');
end
close
movie2avi(h,'G:\W.P.A.F.B\July15\7_15_SL90_slot1_3strip_183kHz_200x200\Movie\
animation\animation.avi','fps',10,'compression','none')
end
end
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APPENDIX B
Nontechnical Abstract
The reliability of engineering structures is a constant maintenance concern. Improved
operations call for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) to accurately characterize damage and
predict remaining life, thereby minimizing operating costs and risk. One idea for SHM system is
to integrate smart materials, like piezoelectrics, with the host structure and allow Non-destructive
Evaluation (NDE) methods such as ultrasonic guided waves to be used as an integral part of the
structure. A first research of continuous SHM system consisting of piezoelectric fiber composite
(PFC) strips to make up a comb-type transducer network and generate planar ultrasonic Lamb
waves is investigated to monitor over a large area for plate-like structures. Many factors including
fiber orientation, fiber volume fraction, poling direction and electrode location are considered for
these PFCs transducer. Finite Element Analysis using co-simulation to include transient guided
wave propagation from a PFC comb type strip transducer into a plate enables the transducer
design. The transducer generates the fundamental Lamb wave modes. The interaction of these
waves with damage such as corrosion and cracks enables them to be detected. Trial experiments
using PFCs transducers for exciting planar Lamb waves that interact with damage such as
corrosion, cracks and hole were conducted. Wave interaction with damage is imaged by data
acquired from a Laser Doppler Vibrometer.

